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Abstract
Mots clés: géométrie symplectique, dynamique hamiltonienne, fibrés
cotangents, homologie de Floer, flot de Reeb, orbites périodiques, ho-
mologie Morse–Bott.
Keywords: symplectic geometry, Hamiltonian dynamic, cotangent bun-
dles, Floer homology, Reeb flow, periodic orbits, Morse–Bott homology.
Let M be a smooth closed manifold and T ∗M its cotangent bundle endowed with
the usual symplectic structure ω = dλ, where λ is the Liouville form. A hypersurface
Σ ⊂ T ∗M is said to be ﬁberwise starshaped if for each point q ∈M the intersection
Σq := Σ∩T ∗qM of Σ with the fiber at q is the smooth boundary of a domain in T ∗M
which is starshaped with respect to the origin 0q ∈ T ∗qM .
In this thesis we give lower bounds on the growth rate of the number of closed Reeb
orbits on a ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface in terms of the topology of the free
loop space of M . We distinguish the two cases that the fundamental group of the
base space M has an exponential growth of conjugacy classes or not. If the base
space M is simply connected we generalize the theorem of Ballmann and Ziller on
the growth of closed geodesics to Reeb flows.
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Introduction
Let M be a smooth closed manifold and denote by T ∗M the cotangent bundle over
M endowed with its usual symplectic structure ω = dλ where λ = p dq =
∑m
i=1 pi dqi
is the Liouville form. A hypersurface Σ ⊂ T ∗M is said to be ﬁberwise starshaped if
for each point q ∈ M the intersection Σq := Σ ∩ T ∗qM of Σ with the fiber at q is
the smooth boundary of a domain starshaped with respect to the origin 0q ∈ T ∗qM .
There is a flow naturally associated to Σ, generated by the unique vector field R
along Σ defined by
dλ(R, ·) = 0, λ(R) = 1.
The vector field R is called the Reeb vector ﬁeld on Σ and its flow is called the Reeb
ﬂow. The main result of this thesis is to prove that the topological structure of M
forces, for all fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces Σ, the existence of many closed
orbits of the Reeb flow on Σ. More precisely, we shall give a lower bound of the
growth rate with respect to the periods of the number of closed Reeb-orbits in terms
of the topology of the manifold.
The existence of one closed orbit was conjectured by Weinstein in 1978 in a more
general setting.
Weinstein conjecture. A hypersurface Σ of contact type and satisfying H1(Σ) = 0
carries a closed characteristic.
Independently, Weinstein [49] and Rabinowitz [38] established the existence of a
closed orbit on star-like hypersurfaces in IR2n. In our setting the Weinstein conjec-
ture without the assumption H1(Σ) = 0 was proved in 1988 by Hofer and Viterbo,
[26]. The existence of many closed orbits has already been well studied in the spe-
cial case of the geodesic flow, for example by Gromov [24], Paternain [34, 35] and
Paternain–Petean [37]. In this thesis we will generalize their results.
The problem at hand can be considered in two equivalent ways. First, letH : T ∗M →
IR be a smooth Hamiltonian function such that Σ is a regular level of H . Then the
Hamiltonian flow ϕH of H is orbit-equivalent to the Reeb flow. Therefore, the
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growth of closed orbits of ϕH equals the growth of closed orbits of the Reeb flow.
Secondly, let SM be the cosphere bundle with respect to a choosen Riemannian
metric over M endowed with its canonical contact structure ξ = ker λ. The contact
manifold (SM, ξ) is called the spherization of M . Our main results are equivalent
to saying that for any contact form α for ξ, i.e. ξ = kerα, the growth rate of the
number of closed orbits of the Reeb flow of α in terms of their period depends only
on M and is bounded from below by homological data of M .
The free loop space
In the following we use the definitions an concepts of [31] introduced to study the
complexity of the based loop space and adapt them to the free loop space. The
complexity of the Reeb flow on Σ ⊂ T ∗M comes from the complexity of the free
loop space of the base manifold M . Let (M, g) be a C∞-smooth, closed, connected
Riemannian manifold. Let ΛM be the free loop space of M , i.e. the set of loops
q : S1 → M of Sobolev class W 1,2. This space has a canonical Hilbert manifold
structure, see [28]. The energy functional E = Eg : ΛM → IR is defined by
E(q) := 1
2
∫ 1
0
|q˙(t)|2 dt
where |q˙(t)|2 = gq(t)(q˙(t), q˙(t)). For a > 0 we consider the sublevel sets
Λa := {q ∈ ΛM | E(q) ≤ a}.
Now let P0 be the set of prime numbers and write P := P0 ∪ {0}. For each prime
number p denote by Fp the field Z/pZ, and write F0 := IQ. Throughout, H∗ will
denote singular homology and
ιk : Hk(Λ
a;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
the homomorphism induced by the inclusion ΛaM →֒ ΛM . Following [20] we make
the
Definition. The Riemannian manifold (M, g) is energy hyperbolic if
C(M, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2 ;Fp
)
> 0.
Remark. The choice of the sublevel sets in the definition might seems not natural for
the reader. It is induced by the fact that for geodesics Hamitonian flows, n-periodics
orbits correponds to loops of energy 1
2
n2.
Since M is closed, the property energy hyperbolic does not depend on g while, of
course, C(M, g) does depend on g. We say that the closed manifold M is energy
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hyperbolic if (M, g) is energy hyperbolic for some and hence for any Riemannian
metric g on M . For all a > 0 we have C(M, ag) = 1√
a
C(M, g).
We also consider the polynomial growth of the homology given by
c(M, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
logn
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2;Fp
)
.
Denote by ΛαM the connected component of a loop α in ΛM and by Λ1M the
component of contractible loops. The components of the loop space ΛM are in
bijection with the set C(M) of conjugacy classes in the fundamental group π1(M),
we can thus denote by Λc the connected component of the elements of the class c
i.e.
ΛM =
∐
c∈C(M)
ΛcM.
For each element c ∈ C(M) denote by e(c) the infimum of the energy of a closed
curve representing c. Let Ca(M) := {c ∈ C(M) | e(c) ≤ a}, and define
E(M) := lim inf
a→∞
1
a
log#Ca(M),
e(M) := lim inf
a→∞
1
log a
log#Ca(M).
Note that E(M) has the same dependence on the metric g as the one of C(M, g),
moreover C(M, g) ≥ E(M).
Fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces in T ∗M
The following definition comes from [31]. Let Σ be a smooth connected hypersurface
in T ∗M . We say that Σ is ﬁberwise starshaped if for each point q ∈ M the set
Σq := Σ ∩ T ∗qM is the smooth boundary of a domain in T ∗qM which is strictly
starshaped with respect to the origin 0q ∈ T ∗M . This means that the radial vector
field
∑
i pi ∂pi is transverse to each Σq. We assume throughout that dimM ≥ 2.
Then T ∗M \ Σ has two components, the bounded inner part ◦D(Σ) containing the
zero section and the unbounded outer part Dc(Σ) = T ∗M \ D(Σ), where D(Σ)
denotes the closure of
◦
D(Σ).
Formulation of the results
Let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be as above and denote by ϕR the Reeb flow on Σ. For a closed orbit
γ, denote by γk its kth iterate γk(t) = γ(kt). Two closed orbits γ and γ′ of the Reeb
flow will be said equivalent if they are geometrically the same, i.e. if γ = γ′k for
some k ∈ N. An equivalent class of closed orbits is called a simple orbit, its period
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is then the minimal period of the representant. For τ > 0 let OR(τ) be the set of
simple closed orbits of ϕR with period ≤ τ . We measure the growth of the number
of elements in OR(τ) by
NR := lim inf
τ→∞
1
τ
log (#OR(τ)) ,
nR := lim inf
τ→∞
1
log τ
log (#OR(τ)) .
The number NR is the exponential growth rate of closed orbits, while nR is the
polynomial growth rate. The following three theorems are the main result of this
thesis.
Theorem A. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable, smooth manifold and let
Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow on Σ, and
let NR, nR, E(M) and e(M) be deﬁned as above. Then
(i) NR ≥ E(M);
(ii) nR ≥ e(M)− 1.
We will say that Σ is generic if each closed Reeb orbit is transversally nondegenerate,
i.e.
det(I − dϕτR(γ(0))|ξ) 6= 0.
Theorem B. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable smooth manifold and let
Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a generic ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow
on Σ, and let NR, nR, C(M, g) and c(M, g) be deﬁned as above. Then
(i) NR ≥ C(M, g).
(ii) nR ≥ c(M, g)− 1.
The hypothesis of genericity of Σ allow us to achieve a Morse-Bott situation in the
following way: the Hamiltonian function that we will consider are autonomous.This
implies that the closed orbits of their Hamiltonian flow are degenerated at least in
the direction of Σ, i.e. 1 is an eigenvalue of the time-1-return map of the flow. We
thus ask this direction to be the only one.
The idea of the proofs is as follows. Let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a fiberwise starshaped
hypersurface. If Σ is the level set of a Hamiltonian function F : T ∗M → IR, then
the Reeb flow of λ is a reparametrization of the Hamiltonian flow. We can define
such a Hamiltonian by the two conditions
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M. (1)
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This Hamiltonian is not smooth near the zero section, we thus define a cut-off func-
tion f to obtain a smooth function f ◦ F . We then use the idea of sandwiching
developed in Frauenfelder–Schlenk [19] and Macarini–Schlenk [31]. By sandwich-
ing the set Σ between the level sets of a geodesic Hamiltonian, and by using the
Hamiltonian Floer homology and its isomorphism to the homology of the free loop
space of M , we shall show that the number of 1-periodic orbits of F of action ≤ a
is bounded below by the rank of the homomorphism
ιk : Hk(Λ
a2 ;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
induced by the inclusion Λa2M →֒ ΛM .
Since F is autonomous, all its periodic orbits are degenerate in at least one direction.
We thus need to consider small time-dependant pertubations of F . In the proof
of Theorem A, we will add to F small potentials of the form Vl(t, q). Assuming
‖Vl(t, q)‖C∞ → 0 for l → ∞, we will show the existence of a periodic orbit of
F in every non-trivial conjugacy class as the limit of periodic orbits of F + Vl.
This strategy cannot be applied for Theorem B. We thus use the assumption of
genericity to achieve a Morse–Bott situation following Frauenfelder [18, Appendix
A] and Bourgeois–Oancea [7] and use the Correspondence Theorem between Morse
homology and Floer homology due to Bourgeois–Oancea, [7], to obtain our result.
Remark. A proof of rough versions of Theorems A and B is outlined in Section 4a of
Seidel’s survey [44]. Meanwhile, a different (and difficult) proof of these theorems,
with coefficients in Z2 only, was given by Macarini–Merry–Paternain in [30], where
a version of Rabinowitz–Floer homology is contructed to give lower bounds for the
growth rate of leaf-wise intersections.
Spherization of a cotangent bundle
The hyperplane field ξ|Σ = ker λ|Σ ⊂ TΣ is a contact structure on Σ. If Σ′ is another
fiberwise starshaped hypersurface, then (Σ, ξΣ) and (Σ′, ξΣ′) are contactomorphic.
In fact the differential of the diffeomorphism obtained by the radial projection maps
ξΣ to ξΣ′. The equivalence class of these contact manifolds is called the spherization
(SM, ξ) of the cotangent bundle (T ∗M,ω). Theorem A and Theorem B gives lower
bounds of the growth rate of closed orbits for any Reeb ﬂow on the spherization SM
of T ∗M .
Special examples of fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces are unit cosphere bundles
S1M(g) associated to a Riemmanian metric g,
S1M(g) := {(q, p) ∈ T ∗M | |p| = 1}.
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The Reeb flow is then the geodesic flow. In this case, Theorem A is a direct con-
sequence of the existence of one closed geodesic in every conjugacy classe. If M is
simply connected, Theorem B for geodesic flows follows from the following result by
Gromov [24]
Theorem (Gromov). Let M be a compact and simply connected manifold. Let g
be a bumpy Riemannian metric on M . Then there exist constants α = α(g) > 0 and
β = β(g) > 0 such that there are at least
α
βt∑
i=1
bi(M)
t
periodic geodesics of length less than t, for all t suﬃciently large.
The assumption on the Riemannian metric to be bumpy corresponds to our gener-
icity assumption. Generalizations to geodesic flows of larger classes of Riemannian
manifolds were proved in Paternain [34, 35] and Paternain–Petean [37].
In [31], Macarini and Schlenk study the exponential growth of the number of Reeb
chords in spherizations. They prove Theorem A for Reeb chords in term of the
topology of the based loop space. Results on exponential growth rate of the number
of closed orbits for certain Reeb flows on a large class of closed contact 3-manifolds
are proved in [10].
The simply connected case
In [3] Ballman and Ziller improved Gromov’s theorem in the case of simply connected
Riemannian manifolds with bumpy metrics. They showed that the number Ng(T ) of
closed geodesics of length less than or equal to T is bounded below by the maximum
of the kth betti number of the free loop space k ≤ T , up to some constant depending
only on the metric. Following their idea we shall prove the following
Theorem C. Suppose that M is a compact and simply connected m-dimensional
manifold. Let Σ be a generic ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface of T ∗M and R its
associated Reeb vector ﬁeld. Then there exist constants α = α(R) > 0 and β =
β(R) > 0 such that
#OR(τ) ≥ α max
1≤i≤βτ
bi(ΛM)
for all τ suﬃciently large.
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Two questions
I. We assume the hypersurface Σ to be fiberwise starshaped with respect to the
origin. Can this assumption be omitted? In the case of Reeb chords it cannot,
see [31].
II. The assumption on Σ to be fiberwise starshaped is equivalent to the assump-
tion that Σ is of restricted contact type with respect to the Liouville vector
field Y = p∂p. Are Theorem A and Theorem B true for any hypersurface
Σ ⊂ T ∗M of restricted contact type?
The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 1 we introduce the definitions and tools
that we will use throughout this work. Chapter 2 provides the tool of sandwiching
used here to compare the growth of closed Reeb orbits with the growth of closed
geodesics. In Chapter 3 we recall the definition of Morse–Bott homology which is
used in the proof of Theorem B. In Chapter 4 we prove Theorem A, Theorem B
and Theorem C. In Chapter 5 we shall evaluate our results on several examples
introduced in Chapter 1.
In Appendix A we review some tools to prove the compactness of moduli spaces
introduced in section 2.3.1. In Appendix B we recall the definition of the Legendre
transform. In Appendix C we give a proof of the existence of Gromov’s constant,
see Theorem 5.
Chapter 1
Definitions and Tools
In this chapter we introduce the definitions and tools that we will use throughout
this work. In section 1.1 we describe the free loop space ΛM of a manifold M
and introduce topological invariant measuring the topological complexity of the free
loop space. Section 1.2 gives an overview of Hamiltonian dynamic on cotangent
bundles and fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces. We discuss the relation between
Reeb orbits on a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface and the 1-periodic orbits of a
Hamiltonian flow for which the hypersurface is an energy level. In section 1.3 we
recall the definitions and properties of Maslov type indexes introduced by Conley
and Zehnder in [11] and Robbin and Salamon in [39].
1.1 The free loop space
Let (M, g) be a connected, C∞-smooth Riemannian manifold. Let ΛM be the set
of loops q : S1 → M of Sobolev class W 1,2. ΛM is called the free loop space of M .
This space carries a canonical structure of Hilbert manifold, see [28].
The energy functional E = Eg : ΛM → IR is defined as
E(q) := 1
2
∫ 1
0
|q˙(t)|2 dt
where |q(t)|2 = gq(t)(q˙(t), q˙(t)). It induces a filtration on ΛM . For a > 0, consider
the sublevel sets Λa ⊂ ΛM of loops whose energy is less than or equal to a,
Λa := {q ∈ ΛM | E(q) ≤ a}.
The length functional L := Lg : ΛM → IR is defined by
L(q) =
∫ 1
0
|q˙(t)|dt.
2 1.1 The free loop space
Similarly, for a > 0 we can consider the sublevel sets
La := {q ∈ ΛM | L(q) ≤ a}.
Applying Schwarz’s inequality(∫ 1
0
fg dt
)2
≤
(∫ 1
0
f 2 dt
)(∫ 1
0
g2 dt
)
with f(t) = 1 and g(t) = |q˙(t)| we see that
1
2
L2(q) ≤ E(q),
where equality holds if an only if q is parametrized by arc-length.
Denote by ΛαM the connected component of a loop α in ΛM . The components of
the loop space ΛM are in bijection with the set C(M) of conjugacy classes of the
fundamental group π1(M),
ΛM =
∐
c∈C(M)
ΛcM.
Counting by counting conjugacy classes in π1
Let X be a path-connected topological space. Denote by C(X) the set of conjugacy
classes in π1(X) and by F(X) the set of free homotopy classes in ΛX. Given a loop
α : (S1, 0) → (X, x0) we will denote its based homotopy class in π1(X) by [α] and
its free homotopy class in F(X) by JαK.
Proposition 1.1.1. Let X be a path-connected topological space and x0 a base point.
Then
Φ : C(X)→ F(X) : [α] 7→ JαK
is a bijection between the set of conjugacy classes in π1(X) and the set of free ho-
motopy classes in ΛX.
Furthermore, if f : (X, x0)→ (Y, y0) is a continuous map between based topolog-
ical spaces, we have
Φ ◦ f∗ = f∗ ◦ Φ.
Proof. Let f, g : (S1, 0) → (X, x0) be two continuous maps. If f is homotopic to g
then f is also freely homotopic to g. Thus we get a well defined map
Φ : π1(X)→ F(X)
sending a based homotopy class [γ] to its free homotopy class JγK. Let γ0, γ1, α :
(S1, 0)→ (X, x0) such that
[α][γ0][α]
−1 = [γ1]
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which is equivalent to
[α · γ0 · α−1] = [γ1].
Consider the homotopy F : [0, 1]×[0, 1]→ X defined by F (s, t) = α(1−(1−s)(1−t)).
Then F (0, t) = α(t) and F (1, t) = x0, meaning that F is a free homotopy of curves
from α to x0. Using F , one can construct a free homotopy of loops between α·γ0 ·α−1
and γ0. As α · γ0 · α−1 is based homotopic to γ1 it follows that γ0 is free homotopic
to γ1 and thus Φ([γ0]) = Φ([γ1]). Thus Φ descends to a map
Φ : C(X)→ F(X).
Now consider a loop γ : S1 → X and take a continuous path α : [0, 1] → X with
α(0) = γ(0) and α(1) = x0. Then α · γ ·α−1 is a continuous loop with base point x0
which is freely homotopic to γ. This implies that Φ([α · γ · α−1]) = JγK which yields
the surjectivity of Φ.
Let [f0] and [f1] be two elements of π1(X, x0) with Φ([f0]) = Φ([f1]) and H :
[0, 1]×S1 → X a free homotopy from f0 to f1. Define g : S1 → X by g(s) := H(s, 0).
Then g · f0 · g−1 is homotopic to f1 and thus [f0] and [f1] are conjugate. This proves
the injectivity of Φ.
The naturality follows from the definition of Φ as
Φ ◦ f∗ ([γ]) = Φ([f ◦ γ])
= Jf ◦ γK
= f∗ JγK
= f∗Φ([γ]).
1.1.1 Growth coming from C(M)
Consider the set C(M) of conjugacy classes of the fundamental group π1(M). For
each element c ∈ C(M) denote by e(c) the infimum of the energy of a closed curve
representing c. We denote by Ca(M) the set of conjugacy classes whose elements
can be represented by a loop of energy at most a,
Ca(M) := {c ∈ C(M) | e(c) ≤ a} .
4 1.1 The free loop space
The exponential and polynomial growth of the number of conjugacy classes as a
function of the energy are measured by
E(M) := lim inf
a→∞
1
a
log#Ca(M), and
e(M) := lim inf
a→∞
1
log a
log#Ca(M).
1.1.2 Energy hyperbolic manifolds
Recall that for a > 0, Λa denotes the subset of loops whose energy is less or equal
to a,
Λa := {q ∈ ΛM | E(q) ≤ a}.
Let P0 be the set of prime numbers, and write P := P0∪{0}. For each prime number
p denote by Fp the field Z/pZ, and abbreviate F0 := IQ. Throughout, H∗ denotes
singular homology. Let
ιk : Hk(Λ
a;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion ΛaM →֒ ΛM . It is well-known that
for each a the homology groups Hk(ΛaM ;Fp) vanish for all large enough k, see [4].
Therefore, the sums in the following definition are finite. Following [20] we make
the
Definition 1.1.1. The Riemannian manifold (M, g) is energy hyperbolic if
C(M, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2;Fp
)
> 0
Since M is closed, the property energy hyperbolic does not depend on g while, of
course, C(M, g) does depend on g. We say that the closed manifold M is energy
hyperbolic if (M, g) is energy hyperbolic for some and hence for any Riemannian
metric g on M . For all a > 0 we have C(M, ag) = 1√
a
C(M, g).
We will also consider the polynomial growth of the homology given by
c(M, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
logn
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2;Fp
)
.
Fix a Riemannian metric g and p ∈ P. It holds that
dim ι0H0
(
Λ
1
2
a;Fp
)
= #C 12a(M).
Thus E(M), respectively e(M), is a lower bound for C(M, g), respectively c(M, g).
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1.1.3 Examples
In his work, Gromov conjectured that "almost all" manifold are energy hyperbolic.
In dimension 4, Paternain showed in [35] the simply connected manifold which are
not energy hyperbolic up to homeomorphism are
S4, CP 2, S2 × S2, CP 2#CP 2 and CP 2#CP 2.
In dimension 5, the simply connected manifold which are not energy hyperbolic up
to diffeomorphism are
S5, S2 × S3, S2 ⋉ S3 and SU(3)/SO(3),
see [36]. In his work, Lambrechts [29] showed that for M1 and M2 two simply
connected closed manifolds of the same dimension and a field k such that H∗(M1; k)
and H∗(M2; k) are not the cohomology of a sphere, the following holds
1. the sequence (dimHn(Λ(M1#M2); k))n≥1 is unbounded;
2. if at least one of the cohomology H?(Mi; k) is not a monogenic algebra then the
sequence (dimHn((M1#M2); k))n≥1 has an exponential growth, and otherwise
this sequence has a linear growth.
Negative curvature manifolds
Suppose our manifoldM carries a Riemannian metric of negative sectional curvature.
Proposition 1.1.2. If M posses a Riemannian metric g of negative sectional cur-
vature, then the component of contractible loops Λ0M is homotopy equivalent to M ,
and all other components are homotopy equivalent to S1.
Using the result of the previous section, this yields
Corollary 1. ΛM ≃ M∐[α]∈C(M) S1
Proof. Consider the energy functional E := Eg : ΛM → IR with respect to the metric
g. It’s a Morse–Bott functional, i.e.
crit(E) := {q ∈ ΛM | dE(q) = 0}
is a submanifold of ΛM and
Tq crit(E) = ker(Hess (E)(q)).
Moreover its critical points are closed geodesics. Let c be a non-constant closed
geodesic onM . Then c gives rise to a whole circle of geodesics whose parametrization
differ by a shift t ∈ S1. We denote by Sc the set of such geodesics. Consider the
following result of Cartan [28, Section 3.8].
6 1.1 The free loop space
Theorem 1. (Cartan) Let M be a compact manifold with strictly negative curva-
ture. Then there exists, up to parametrization, exactly one closed geodesic c in every
free homotopy class which is not the class of the constant loop. c is the element of
minimal length in its free homotopy class. All closed geodesics on M are of this type.
Thus E has a unique critical manifold Sc in every component which is not the com-
ponent of the constant loops. While the component of the constant loop has as
critical manifold S0 the subspace of constant loops. Moreover all the Morse indices
are equal to zero. Following [23], one can resolve every critical submanifolds Sc
into finitely many non-degenerate critical points c1, . . . , cl corresponding to critical
points of a Morse function h : Sc → IR. The index of a non-degenerate critical point
ci is then given by the sum λ + λi where λ is the Morse index of c with respect to
E and λi the Morse index of ci with respect to the Morse function h.
Let a < b be regular values of E and c1, . . . , ck critical points of E in E−1[a, b]. Let
ci1, . . . cili be the corresponding non-degenerate critical points of indices λi1, . . . , λili.
Then Lemma 2 of [23] tells us that Λa is diffeomorphic to Λb with a handle of index
λij attached for each non-degenerate critical point cij, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki. The
diffeomorphism can be chosen to keep Λa fixed. Using the methods of Milnor in [33,
Section 3], we obtain that the component of the contractible loop has the homotopy
type of the space of constant loops while every other component has the homotopy
type of S1.
Consider the counting function CF (L) for periodic geodesics, where
CF (L) = #{periodic geodesics of length smaller than or equal to L}.
Proposition 1.1.2 tells us that in the negative curvature case, every periodic geodesic
correspond to an element of C(M). Setting a = 1
2
L2, we have the following equality
#Ca(M) = CF (L).
A lower bound for E(M) can be deduced from a result of Margulis.
Theorem 2. (Margulis 1969 [32]) On a compact Riemannian manifold of nega-
tive curvature it holds that
htop(g) = lim
L→∞
logCF (L)
L
,
where htop(g) is the topological entropy of the geodesic ﬂow. Moreover
CF (L) >
ehtop(g)L
2L
for L large enough.
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For a definition see [25, 5]. Theorem 2 implies that for L large enough,
#Ca(M) = CF (L) > e
htop(g)L
2L
For example if M = Σγ is an orientable surface of genus γ and constant curvature
−1, then htop(g) = 1, see [5, Section 10.2.4.1], and thus
#C 12L2(Σγ) > e
L
2L
.
Products
Lemma 1.1.1. Let M,N be two manifolds. Then
Λ(M ×N) ∼= ΛM × ΛN.
Proof. Consider the map φ : Λ(M × N) → ΛM × ΛN , sending the loop α : S1 →
M ×N : t 7→ (α1(t), α2(t)) onto (α1, α2).
We will show in section 5.2 that the product of two spheres Sl×Sn has c(M, g) > 0.
Lie groups
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, i.e. a compact, connected smooth manifold
with a group structure in which the multiplication and inversion maps G×G→ G
and G→ G are smooth.
The fundamental group π1(G) of a connected Lie group G is abelian. In fact,
considering the universal cover G˜, the kernel of the projection p : G˜ → G is then
isomorphic to π1(G). This is a discrete normal subgroup of G˜. Let γ ∈ π1(G).
Then g˜ → g˜γg˜−1 is a continuous map G˜→ π1(G). Since G˜ is connected and π1(G)
discrete, it is constant, so g˜γg˜−1 = γ for all g˜. Hence π1(G) is central in G˜ and in
particular, it is abelian. This yields
ΛG =
∐
[α]∈pi1(G)
ΛαG.
Denote by Λ1M the component of the constant loop. For a > 0 we consider the
sublevel sets
Λa1 := {q ∈ Λ1M | E(q) ≤ a}.
Choose a constant loop γ1 representing Λ1M and consider another component ΛiM
of ΛG represented by a loop γi. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). For γ, γ′ ∈ ΛG we define
(γ ∗ε γ′)(t) =
{
hγ( t
ε
), 0 ≤ t ≤ ε,
γ′( t−ε
1−ε), ε ≤ t ≤ 1,
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where h ∈ G is such that hγ(0) = γ′(0). Notice that γ˜(t) := hγ(t) is homotopic to
γ. Then the map Γi : Λ1M → ΛiM : γ 7→ γi ∗ε γ, is a homotopy equivalence with
homotopy inverse ΛiM → Λ1M : γ 7→ γ−1i ∗ε γ. We have
E(γ ∗ε γ′) = 1
ε
E(hγ) + 1
1− εE(γ
′), for all γ, γ′ ∈ ΛG.
Abbreviating Λai = ΛiM ∩ Λa and Ei = max{E(hγ) | h ∈ G, γ ∈ Λai }, we therefore
have
Γi(Λ
a
1) ⊂ Λ
a
1−ε+
Ei
ε
i .
For c ∈ π1(G), recall that e(c) denotes the infimum of the energy of a closed curve
representing c and Ca(G) := {c ∈ π1(G) | e(c) ≤ a}. Set ε = 12 . Since Γc : Λ1M →
ΛcM is a homotopy equivalence, it follows that
dim ιkHk(Λ
a
1;Fp) ≤ dim ιkHk(Λ2a+2e(c)c ;Fp)
for all a > 0. We can estimate
dim ιkHk(Λ
4a;Fp) =
∑
c∈pi1(G)
dim ιkHk(Λ
4a
c ;Fp)
≥
∑
c∈pi1(G)
dim ιkHk(Λ
2a−e(c)
1 ;Fp)
≥
∑
c∈Ca(G)
dim ιkHk(Λ
a
1;Fp).
We conclude that∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk(Λ
2n2;Fp) ≥ #C 12n2(G) ·
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk(Λ
1
2
n2
1 ;Fp).
Considering the homomorphism
ιk : Hk(Λ
a
1;Fp)→ Hk(ΛG;Fp)
induced by the inclusion Λa1 →֒ ΛG, we can look at the growth rates
C1(G, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2
1 ;Fp
)
and
c1(G, g) := sup
p∈P
lim inf
n→∞
1
log n
log
∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk
(
Λ
1
2
n2
1 ;Fp
)
.
It follows from the definitions of E(G) and e(G) that for a Lie group,
C(G, g) ≥ E(G) + C1(G, g)
and
c(G, g) ≥ e(G) + c1(G, g).
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1.2 Cotangent bundles
Let M be a smooth, closed manifold of dimension m. Let T ∗M be the corre-
sponding cotangent bundle, and π : T ∗M → M the usual projection. We will
denote local coordinates on M by q = (q1, . . . , qm), and on T ∗M by x = (q, p) =
(q1, . . . , qm, p1, . . . , pm).
We endowed T ∗M with the standard symplectic form ω = dλ where λ = p dq =∑m
i=1 pi dqi is the Liouville form. The definition of λ does not depend on the choice
of local coordinates. It has also a global interpretation on T ∗M as
λ(x)(ξ) = p (dπ ξ)
for x ∈ T ∗M and ξ ∈ TxT ∗M .
A symplectomorphism φ : (T ∗M,ω) → (T ∗M,ω) is a diffeomorphism such that
the pullback of the symplectic form ω is ω, i.e. φ∗ω = ω.
An Hamiltonian function H is a smooth function H : T ∗M → IR. Any Hamiltonian
function H determines a vector field, the Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld XH defined by
ω(XH(x), ·) = −dH(x). (1.1)
Let H : S1 × T ∗M → IR be a C∞-smooth time dependent 1-periodic family of
Hamiltonian functions. Consider the Hamiltonian equation
x˙(t) = XH(x(t)), (1.2)
In local coordinates it takes the physical form{
q˙ = ∂pH(t, q, p)
p˙ = −∂qH(t, q, p).
(1.3)
The solutions of (1.2) generate a family of symplectomorphisms ϕtH via
d
dt
ϕtH = XH ◦ ϕtH , ϕ0H = Id.
The 1-periodic solutions of (1.2) are in one-to-one correspondence with the fixed
points of the time-1-map ϕH = ϕ1H . We denote the set of such solutions by
P(H) = {x : S1 → T ∗M | x˙(t) = XH(x(t))}.
A 1-periodic solution of (1.2) is called non-degenerate if 1 is not an eigenvalue of the
differential of the Hamiltonian flow dϕH(x(0)) : Tx(0)T ∗M → Tx(0)T ∗M , i.e.
det(I − dϕH(x(0))) 6= 1.
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If H is time-independent and x a non-constant 1-periodic orbit, then it is necessarily
degenerate because x(a+ t), a ∈ IR, are also 1-periodic solutions. We will call such
an x transversally nondegenerate if the eigenspace to the eigenvalue 1 of the map
dϕ1H(x(0)) : Tx(0)T
∗M → Tx(0)T ∗M is one-dimensional.
An almost complex structure is a complex structure J on the tangent bundle TT ∗M
i.e. an automorphism J : TT ∗M → TT ∗M such that J2 = −Id. It is said to be
ω-compatible if the bilinear form
〈·, ·〉 ≡ gJ(·, ·) := ω(·, J ·)
defines a Riemannian metric on T ∗M . Given such an ω-compatible almost complex
structure, the Hamiltonian system (1.3) becomes
XH(x) = J(x)∇H(x).
The action functional of classical mechanics AH : Λ(T ∗M)→ IR associated to H is
defined as
AH(x(t)) :=
∫ 1
0
(λ(x˙(t))−H(t, x(t))) dt.
This functional is C∞-smooth and its critical points are precisely the elements of
the space P(H).
1.2.1 Fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces
Let Σ be a smooth, connected hypersurface in T ∗M . Following [31], we say that Σ
is ﬁberwise starshaped if for each point q ∈M the set Σq := Σ∩ T ∗qM is the smooth
boundary of a domain in T ∗M which is strictly starshaped with respect to the origin
0q ∈ T ∗qM . When dimM ≥ 2, T ∗M \ Σ has two components. We denote by
◦
D(Σ)
the bounded inner part containing the zero section and by Dc(Σ) the unbounded
outer part T ∗M \D(Σ), where D(Σ) denotes the closure of ◦D(Σ).
A hypersurface Σ ⊂ T ∗M is said to be of restricted contact type if there exists a
vector field Y on T ∗M such that
LY ω = dιY ω = ω
and such that Y is everywhere transverse to Σ pointing outwards. Equivalently,
there exists a 1-form α on T ∗M such that dα = ω and such that α ∧ (dα)m−1 is a
volume form on Σ. Our assumption that Σ is a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface
thus translates to the assumption that Σ is of restricted contact type with respect
to the Liouville vector field
Y =
m∑
i=1
pi ∂pi
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or, equivalently: the Liouville form λ defines a contact form on Σ.
T ∗qM
Σq
0q
Figure 1.1: Fiberwise starshaped hypersurface.
There is a flow naturally associated with Σ, generated by the unique vector field R
along Σ defined by
dλ(R, ·) = 0, λ(R) = 1.
The vector field R is called the Reeb vector ﬁeld on Σ, and its flow ϕtR is called the
Reeb ﬂow.
For a closed orbit γ of the Reeb flow, denotes by γk its kth iterate γk(t) = γ(kt).
The iterates of a closed orbits have the same image and are thus geometrically the
same. We are interested in the growth of geometrically distinct closed orbits. We
thus introduce the set OR of simple closed orbits of the Reeb flow ϕtR containing all
the Reeb orbits which are geometrically different.
For τ > 0 let OR(τ) be the set of simple closed orbits of ϕtR with period ≤ τ . We
measure the growth of the number of elements in OR(τ) by
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NR := lim inf
τ→∞
1
τ
log (#OR(τ)) ,
nR := lim inf
τ→∞
1
log τ
log (#OR(τ)) .
The number NR is the exponential growth rate of closed orbits, while nR is the
polynomial growth rate.
1.2.2 Dynamics on fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces
Given a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface Σ ⊂ T ∗M , we can define an Hamiltonian
function F : T ∗M → IR by the two conditions
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M. (1.4)
This function is of class C1, fiberwise homogeneous of degree 2 and smooth off the
zero-section.
Lemma 1.2.1. Let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. If Σ is the
level set of a Hamiltonian function H : T ∗M → IR, then the Reeb ﬂow of λ is a
reparametrization of the Hamiltonian ﬂow.
Proof. The restriction of the 2-form ω = dλ to TΣ is degenerate and of rank (2m−2).
Its kernel is therefore 1-dimensional. By definition of both Reeb and the Hamiltonian
vector fields, they also define this kernel since
ιRdλ|TΣ = 0
and
ιXHω|TΣ = −dH|TΣ = 0.
Therefore
XH(x) = a(x)R(x)
for every x ∈ Σ, with a nowhere vanishing smooth function a.
Condition (1.4) thus implies that the Hamiltonian vector field XF restricted to Σ is
a positive reparametrization of the Reeb vector field. Consequently
ϕtF (x) = ϕ
σ(t,x)
R (x)
for every x ∈ Σ and for a smooth positive function σ on IR × Σ. In particular, we
have that
ϕ1F (x) = ϕ
s(x)
R (x).
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where s is smooth and positive. Since Σ is compact, s is bounded from above, say
s(x) ≤ b. Thus if γ is a 1-periodic orbit of XF , then γ is a periodic orbit of XR
whose period is at most b. Hence a t-periodic orbit of XF is a periodic orbit of XR
whose period is less than (t+1)b, which for t ≥ 1 is less than 2bt. Thus, if we denote
by OF (t) the set of closed orbits of ϕF with period ≤ t, we have that
#OR(t) ≥ #OF ( t
2b
).
The growth of the function t 7→ #OF (t) is thus equal to the growth of t 7→ #OR(t)
Now we want to establish a correspondence between 1-periodic solutions of XH and
closed orbits of XH on Σ. Consider the radial map cs : T ∗M → T ∗M ,
cs(x) := sx := (q, sp)
then the vector field Y on T ∗M defined by
Y (x) :=
d
ds
∣∣∣
s=1
cs(x).
is the Liouville vector field, in local coordinates Y (q, p) =
∑
i pi∂pi. In fatc, differ-
entiating c∗sλ =
∑
i spidqi = sλ with respect to s, we obtain
λ = LY λ = iY ω.
Differentiating F (sx) = s2F (x) with respect to s at s = 1 we get Euler’s identity
2F (x) = dF (x)(Y (x)) = −ω(XF (x), Y (x)) = λ(XF (x)).
In view of c∗sF = s
2F and c∗s ω = s ω, we get
c∗s i((cs)∗XF )ω = iXF (c
∗
s ω)
= s iXFω
= −s dF
= −1
s
d(c∗sF )
=
1
s
c∗s iXFω.
Thus (cs)∗XF = 1sXF or equivalently dcs(x)(XF )(x) =
1
s
XF (sx).
Fix a 1-periodic solution x of XF and define xs by xs(t) := sx(t). Then
x˙s = dcs(x)(XF )(x) =
1
s
XF (xs).
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Suppose AF (x) = a > 0. Euler’s identity yields
AF (x) =
∫ 1
0
λ(XF (x))− F (x) = F (x).
So if we set s := 1/
√
a, then xs satisfies F (xs) = s2F (x) = 1. Thus xs is a closed
orbit of period
√
a.
Conversely if y : S1 → Σ is a closed characteristic, then y˙ = 1
s
XF (y) for some s > 0.
Thus x(t) := 1
s
y(t) is a 1-periodic solution of XF and xs = y.
We obtain that the map x 7→ x1/√a is a bijection between 1-periodic solutions of XF
on T ∗M with action a and the closed orbits of XR on Σ with period
√
a. Counting
closed orbits of XR on Σ with period less than or equal to a is thus equivalent to
couting 1-periodic solutions of XF on T ∗M with action less than or equal to a2.
In the sequel of this work, it will be even more convenient to consider 1-periodic
solutions of XaF on T ∗M with action less than or equal to a.
1.2.3 Spherization of a cotangent bundle
We recall from [31]. LetM be a closed connected manifold and Σ ⊂ T ∗M a fiberwise
starshaped hypersurface in T ∗M . The hyperplane field
ξΣ := ker(λ|Σ) ⊂ TΣ
is a contact structure on Σ. Consider another fiberwise starshaped hypersurface Σ′.
The radial projection in each fiber induces a map ψq : Σq → IR such that for every
p ∈ Σq, ψq(p)p ∈ Σ′q. Then the differential of the diffeomorphism
ΨΣΣ′ : Σ→ Σ′ : (q, p) 7→ (q, ψq(p)p)
satisfies
Ψ∗ΣΣ′(λ|Σ) = ψλ|Σ
where ψ(q, p) = ψq(p). Thus ΨΣΣ′ maps ξΣ to ξ′Σ and hence is a contactomorphism
(Σ, ξΣ)→ (Σ′, ξ′Σ).
The induced equivalent class of those contact manifold is called the spherization
(SM, ξ) of the cotangent bundle. The unit cosphere bundle (S1M(g), ker λ),
S1M(g) := {(q, p) ∈ T ∗M | |p| = 1}
associated to a Riemannian metric g on M is a particular representative.
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Fix a representative (Σ, ξΣ). For every smooth positive function f : Σ → IR, ξΣ =
ker(fλ|Σ) holds true. We can thus consider the associated Reeb vector field Rf on
TΣ defined as the unique vector field such that
d(fλ)(Rf , ·) = 0, fλ(Rf ) = 1.
We have seen in the previous section that for f ≡ 1 any Hamiltonian function
H : T ∗M → IR with H−1(1) = Σ, where 1 is a regular value, the Reeb flow of Rf is
a time change of the Hamiltonian flow ϕtH restricted to Σ. Note that for a different
function f the Reeb flows on Σ can be completely different.
Given another representative Σ′, the associated contactomorphism ΨΣΣ′ conjugates
the Reeb flows on (Σ, λ) and (Σ′, ψ−1λ), in fact
dΨΣΣ′(Rλ) = Rψ−1λ.
This yields that the set of Reeb flows on (SM, ξ) is in bijection with Hamiltonian
flows on fiberwise starshaped hypersurfaces, up to time change.
Theorem A and Theorem B thus give lower bounds for the growth rate of closed
orbits for any Reeb ﬂow on the spherization SM of T ∗M .
1.3 Maslov index
Consider IR2m endowed with its standard symplectic structure
ω0 = dp ∧ dq, (q, p) ∈ IRm × IRm,
and its standard complex structure
J0 =
(
0 I
−I 0
)
.
Denote by Sp(2m) the set of symplectic automorphisms of (IR2m, ω0), i.e.
Sp(2m) := {Ψ ∈ Mat(2m× 2m, IR) | ΨtJ0Ψ = J0},
by L(m) the space of Lagrangian subspaces of (IR2m, ω0), i.e.
L(m) := {L ⊂ IR2m | ω0(v, w) = 0 for all v, w ∈ L and dimL = m},
and by λ0 the vertical Lagrangian subspace λ0 = {0} × IRm.
The Maslov index associates an integer µ(Ψ) to every loop Ψ : IR/Z → Sp(2m) of
symplectic matrices. It satifies an homotopy axiom, two loops are homotopic if and
only if they have the same Maslov index. In the following we introduce two Maslov
type indexes that we will use in the grading of Floer homology.
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1.3.1 Maslov index for symplectic path
In [11] Conley and Zehnder introduced a Maslov type index that associates an integer
µCZ(Ψ) to every path of symplectic automorphisms belonging to the space
SP := {Ψ : [0, τ ]→ Sp(2m) | Ψ(0) = I, det(I −Ψ(τ)) 6= 0}.
The following description is presented in [41].
It is well known that the quotient Sp(2m)/U(m) is contractible and so the funda-
mental group of Sp(2m) is isomorphic to Z. This isomorphism can be represented
by a natural continuous map
ρ : Sp(2m)→ S1
which restricts to the determinant map on Sp(2m) ∩O(2m) ≃ U(m). Consider the
set
Sp(2m)∗ := {Ψ ∈ Sp(2m) | det(I −Ψ) 6= 0}.
It holds that Sp(2m)∗ has two connected components
Sp(2m)± := {Ψ ∈ Sp(2m) | ± det(I −Ψ) > 0}.
Moreover, every loop in Sp(2m)∗ is contractible in Sp(2m).
For any path Ψ : [0, τ ] → Sp(2m) choose a function α : [0, τ ] → IR such that
ρ(Ψ(t)) = eiα(t) and define
∆τ (Ψ) =
α(τ)− α(0)
π
.
For A ∈ Sp(2m)∗ choose a path ΨA(t) ∈ Sp(2m)∗ such that ΨA(0) = A and ΨA(1) ∈
{−I, diag(2,−1, . . . ,−1, 1
2
,−1, . . . ,−1)}. Then ∆1(ΨA) is independent of the choice
of this path. Define
r(A) = ∆1(ΨA), A ∈ Sp(2m)∗.
The Conley-Zenhder index of a path Ψ ∈ SP is define as the integer
µCZ(Ψ) = ∆τ (Ψ) + r(Ψ(τ)).
The following index iteration formula, proved in [41], will be used in section 4.2.1.
Lemma 1.3.1. Let Ψ(t) ∈ Sp(2m) be any path such that
Ψ(kτ + t) = Ψ(t)Ψ(τ)k
for t ≥ 0 and k ∈ N. Then
∆kτ (Ψ) = k∆1(Ψ)
for every k ∈ N. Moreover, |r(A)| < n for every A ∈ Sp(2m)∗.
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1.3.2 The Maslov index for Lagrangian paths
A generalization of the Conley–Zehnder index is due to Robbin and Salamon in [39].
They associated a Maslov type index to any path regardless of where its endpoints
lie.
Let Λ(t) : [0, τ ]→ L(m) be a smooth path of Lagrangian subspaces. For each t0 we
define a quadratic form Qt0 on Λ(t0) as follows. Take a Lagrangian complement W
of Λ(t0). For v ∈ Λ(t0) and t near t0 define w(t) ∈ W by v + w(t) ∈ Λ(t). Then
Qt0(v) :=
d
dt
|t=t0ω0(v, w(t)) is independent of the choice ofW . Now fix a Lagrangian
subspace V and define
Σk(V ) := {L ∈ L(m) | dim(L ∩ V ) = k} and Σ(V ) :=
m⋃
k=1
Σk(V ).
Without loss of generality we can assume that Λ has only regular crossings with
Σ(V ) (this can be achieved by homotopy). Then the crossing form Γt := Qt|Λ(t)∩V
is a nonsingular quadratic form whenever Λ(t) ∈ Σ(V ).
The Robbin–Salamon index of a path Λ is defined as the half integer
µRS(Λ, V ) :=
1
2
sign Γ0 +
∑
0<t<τ
Λ(t)∈Σ(V )
sign Γt +
1
2
sign Γt,
where the signature sign is the number of positive minus the number of negative
eigenvalues of the quadratic form.
If Ψ : [0, τ ] → Sp(2n) is a path of symplectic automorphisms, then the graphs of
Ψ(t), gr(Ψ(t)), form a path of Lagrangian subspaces in (IR2m ⊕ IR2m, (−ω0) ⊕ ω0).
The Robbin–Salamon index of a path Ψ is defined as the half integer
µRS(Ψ) = µRS(gr(Ψ),∆),
where ∆ is the diagonal of IR2m ⊕ IR2m. If Ψ ∈ SP , this index is equal to the
Conley–Zehnder index µCZ(Ψ).
1.3.3 Maslov index for periodic orbits
Let H : [0, 1]× T ∗M → IR be a time dependent Hamiltonian. In order to define the
Maslov index of a 1-periodic solution of (1.2) we can proceed as follows.
Let x ∈ P(H). Then the symplectic vector bundle x∗(TT ∗M) admits a symplectic
trivialization Φ : S1 × IR2m → x∗(TT ∗M) such that
Φ(t)λ0 = T
v
x(t)T
∗M for all t ∈ S1, (1.5)
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see [2, Lemma 1.1]. By acting on the differential of the Hamiltonian flow along x,
the trivialization Φ provides a path in Sp(2m),
Ψx(t) = Φ
−1(t)dϕtH(x(0))Φ(0).
If x ∈ P(H), neither the Conley–Zehnder index µCZ(Ψx), if well defined, nor the
Robbin–Salamon index µRS(Ψx) depends on the symplectic trivialization Φ satisfy-
ing (1.5), for two such trivializations are then homotopic.
We define the Maslov index of the 1-periodic orbit x by setting
µ(x) := µRS(Ψx).
If x is non-degenerate, Ψx belongs to the set SP and thus µ(x) is an integer equal
to µCZ(Ψx). If x ∈ P(H) is transversally nondegenerate, gr(Ψx(1)) ∈ Σ1(∆) and
thus µ(x) is not an integer.
Chapter 2
Convex to Starshaped
In this chapter we use the idea of sandwiching developed in Frauenfelder–Schlenk,
[19], and Macarini–Schlenk, [31]. The main point is to enclose the set Σ between
the level sets of a geodesic Hamiltonian. Then using the isomorphism between the
Hamiltonian Floer homology the homology of the free loop space of M for geodesics
Hamiltonian, we shall show that the number of 1-periodic orbits of nF +W of action
≤ n is bounded below by the rank of the homomorphism
ιk : Hk(Λ
n2;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
induced by the inclusion Λn
2
M →֒ ΛM . The main steps to achieve this goal are
the Non-crossing Lemma, obtained by studying the action spectrum of Hamitonians
homogeneous of degree 2, and corollary 2.
Throughout this chapter we follow exactly the set up of [31]. We will use the
same definition for our Hamiltonians G, F and σG. However, in order to use Floer
homology we need to had perturbations to everyone of them. The addition of the
general lemma 2.2.1 allow us to prove a similar Non-crossing Lemma including the
perturbations.
2.1 Relevant Hamiltonians
Let Σ be a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface in T ∗M . We can define a Hamiltonian
function F : T ∗M → IR by the two conditions
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M.
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This function is of class C1, fiberwise homogeneous of degree 2 and smooth off the
zero-section. To smoothen F choose a smooth function f : IR→ IR such that
f(r) = 0 if r ≤ ε2,
f(r) = r if r ≥ ε
f ′(r) > 0 if r > ε2,
0 ≤ f ′(r) ≤ 2 for all r,
where ε ∈ (0, 1
4
) will be fixed in section 2.2.1. Then f ◦ F is smooth.
ε2 ε
f
r
Figure 2.1: The cut off function f .
Recall that (q, p) denotes canonical coordinates on T ∗M . Fix a Riemannian metric
g on M , let g∗ be the Riemannian metric on T ∗M induced by g, and define
G(q, p) :=
1
2
g∗(q)(p, p).
In the following we will often write G(q, p) = 1
2
|p|2. Our sign convention in the
definitions of the symplectic form ω and the Hamiltonian vector field (1.1) is such
that the flow ϕtG is the geodesic flow.
For r > 0 we abbreviate
D(r) = {(q, p) ∈ T ∗M | |p| ≤ r}.
Recall thatM is compact and that Σ is fiberwise starshaped. After multiplying g by
a constant, we can assume that G ≤ F . Choose σ > 0 such that σG ≥ F . Moreover
we ask that G < F < σG on Dc(ε2).
The Hamiltonian Floer homology for F or G is not defined since all the periodic
orbits are degenerate. As mention in section 1.2.2, we shall consider multiples nF
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and nG of F and G, n ∈ N, we associate to them the followings perturbations.
Fix n ∈ N. Choose c ∈ (0, 1
4
).
We shall add to nF a perturbation Vn : S1 × T ∗M → IR such that
(V1) All 1-periodic solutions of x˙(t) = Xn(f◦F )+Vn(x(t)) are nondegenerate, and
(V2) ‖Vn(t, q, p)‖C1 < min{c, c‖Xn(f◦F )‖C0 ,
c
‖p‖C0 },
where ‖V (t, x)‖C1 := sup{|V (t, x)|+ |dV (t, x)| | (t, x) ∈ S1 × T ∗M}.
We shall add to nG and nσG a perturbation Wn : S1 ×M → IR such that
(W1) All 1-periodic solutions of x˙(t) = Xn(f◦G)+Wn(x(t)) and x˙(t) = XnσG+Wn(x(t))
are nondegenerate,
(W2) ‖Wn(t, q)‖C1 < min{cn, cn‖XnσG‖C0 } for some constant 0 < cn < min{c,
dn
4
},
where dn < 1 will be fixed in section 2.4.1,
(W3) nG+Wn ≤ nF + Vn ≤ nσG+Wn,
(W4) nF − Vn ≤ nσG−Wn on Dc(Σ).
Remark 1. To make all orbits non-degenerated in the proof of Theorem A, we could
add to nF , nG and nσG the same perturbation Wn(t, q) such that all 1-periodic
solutions are nondegenerate and ‖Wn(t, q)‖C1 < cn < c. However in the situation
of Theorem B, we need a perturbation which associated to every degenerate orbit
exactly two non-degenerate ones. Such a perturbation needs to be of the form
V (t, q, p).
We alter n(f ◦ F ) + Vn near infinity to a perturbed Riemannian Hamiltonian.
Choose smooth functions τn : IR→ IR such that
τn(r) = 0 if r ≤ 3,
τn(r) = 1 if r ≥ 6 and
τ ′n(r) ≥ 0 for all r ∈ IR.
Set
G+n (t, q, p) := nσG(q, p) +Wn(t, q),
Kn(t, q, p) := (1− τn(|p|) (n(f ◦ F ) + Vn) (t, q, p) + τn(|p|) G+n (t, q, p),
G−n (t, q, p) := (1− τn(|p|) (n(f ◦G) +Wn) (t, q, p) + τn(|p|) G+n (t, q, p)
= n
(
(1− τn(|p|)(f ◦G)(q, p) + τn(|p|) σG(q, p)
)
+Wn(t, q).
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G +W
G−
G+
K
3 6
Figure 2.2: The functions G− ≤ K ≤ G+, schematically.
Then
G−n ≤ Kn ≤ G+n , for all n ∈ N.
where
Kn = n(f ◦ F ) + Vn and G−n = n(f ◦G) +Wn on D(3).
Since D(Σ) = {F ≤ 1} ⊂ {nF + Vn ≤ 2n} ⊂ {nG +Wn ≤ 2n} ⊂ D(3), we thus
have in particular that
Kn = n(f ◦ F ) + Vn on D(Σ).
Moreover,
G−n = Kn = G
+
n on T
∗M\D(6).
2.2 Action spectra
This section leads to the proof of the Non-crossing Lemma which is the main step
in order to obtain Corollary 2.
The action spectrum S(H) of a proper Hamiltonian H : S1 × T ∗M → IR is the set
of critical values of the action functional AH : Λ(T ∗M)→ IR, that is
S(H) := {AH(x) | x ∈ P(H)}.
The following proposition follows from [43, Proposition 3.7].
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G−1(1)
K−1(1)
σG−1(1)
Figure 2.3: Sandwiching.
Proposition 2.2.1. The action spectrum S(H) is the union of countably many
nowhere dense subsets of IR.
We now look at the action spectra of perturbed homogeneous Hamiltonians of de-
gree 2.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let H be a Hamiltonian function and let V (t, q, p) be a perturbation
such that ‖V ‖C1 < c‖XH‖C0 . Let x ∈ P(H + V ) and assume that H(x(t0)) = a for
some t0 ∈ S1. Then it holds that
a− c < H(x(t)) < a+ c
for all t ∈ S1.
Proof. By definition of the Hamiltonian vector field we have∣∣∣ d
dt
H(x(t))
∣∣∣ = | dH(x(t)) x˙(t) |
= | ω(XH(x(t)), XH+V (x(t))) |
= | ω(XH(x(t)), XH(x(t)) +XV (x(t))) |
= | ω(XH(x(t)), XV (x(t))) |
= | dV (x(t)) XH(x(t)) |
≤ ‖V ‖C1 ‖XH‖C0
< c.
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Assume there exist t1 ∈ S1 such that |H(x(t1))−H(x(t0))| ≥ c. Then there exists
t ∈ S1 such that ∣∣∣ d
dt
H(x(t))
∣∣∣ ≥ c
which is a contradiction.
In the sequel, Lemma 2.2.1 will always be applied under assumption (V2) or (W2).
Lemma 2.2.2. Let H : T ∗M → IR be ﬁberwise homogeneous of degree 2 and let
W (t, q) be a perturbation such that ‖W‖C1 < c. Let h : IR→ IR be a smooth function
and let r > 0. Then it holds that
(i) for x ∈ P(h ◦H +W ) we have
Ah◦H+W (x) =
∫ 1
0
2h′(H(x))H(x)− h(H(x))−W (t, x) dt,
and that
(ii) S(rH +W ) ⊂ 1
r
S(H +W ) + [−c, c].
Proof. (i) Set Y =
∑
i pi∂pi. For each t ∈ [0, 1] we have x˙(t) = Xh◦H+W (x(t)) and
thus
λ(x˙(t)) = ω(Y,Xh◦H+W (x(t)))
= ω(Y,Xh◦H(x(t))) + ω(Y,XW (x(t)))
= d(h ◦H)(x(t))(Y ) + dW (x(t))(Y )
= h′(H(γ(t))) dH(x(t))(Y ).
Since H is fiberwise homogeneous of degree 2, Euler’s identity yields
dH(x(t))(Y ) = 2H(x(t))
whence
λ(x˙(t)) = 2h′(H(x(t)))H(x(t)).
Therefore
Ah◦H+W (x(t)) =
∫ 1
0
(λ(x˙(t))− h(H(x(t)))−W (x(t))dt
=
∫ 1
0
2h′(H(x(t)))H(x(t))− h(H(x(t)))−W (x(t)) dt
as claimed.
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(ii)By definition of the Hamiltonian vector field, we have that XcH(q, p) =
cXH(q, p) and thus XH(q, 1rp) =
1
r
XH(q, p) since H is homogeneous of degree 2.
Also, since W does not depend on p, XW (t, q, 1rp) = XW (t, q, p). Hence
XrH+W (t, q,
1
r
p) = rXH(q,
1
r
p) +XW (t, q,
1
r
p)
= XH(q, p) +XW (t, q, p)
= XH+W (t, q, p).
To the orbit x(t) = (q(t), p(t)) in P(H + W ) therefore corresponds to xr(t) =
(q(t), 1
r
p(t)) in P(rH +W ). Claim (i) then yields
ArH+W (xr) =
∫ 1
0
rH(xr)−W (t, xr) dt
=
∫ 1
0
rH(q(t),
1
r
p(t))−W (t, xr) dt
=
∫ 1
0
1
r
H(q(t), p(t))−W (t, xr) dt
=
1
r
AH+W (x) + r − 1
r
∫ 1
0
W (t, xr) dt,
and thus S(rH +W ) ⊂ 1
r
S(H +W ) + [−c, c].
We next have a look at the action spectrum of Kn.
Proposition 2.2.2. Let γ ∈ P(Kn). If F (γ(t0)) < 1 for some t0 ∈ S1, then
AKn(γ) < n + 2c. If F (γ(t0)) > 1 for some t0 ∈ S1, then AKn(γ) > n− 2c.
Proof. Recall the definition of Kn,
Kn(t, q, p) := (1− τn(|p|) (n(f ◦ F ) + Vn) (t, q, p) + τn(|p|) (nσG +Wn) (t, q, p).
Assume first that F (γ(t0)) < 1 for some t0 ∈ S1. Then
(Kn − Vn)(γ(t0)) = n(f ◦ F )(γ(t0)) < n
and by Lemma 2.2.1
(Kn − Vn)(γ(t)) = n(f ◦ F )(γ(t)) < n + c.
Thus γ ∈ P(n(f ◦ F ) + Vn). Hence our choice of f and (V2) yield that
AKn(γ) = An(f◦F )+Vn(γ)
=
∫ 1
0
2nf ′(F (γ))F (γ) + λ(XVn(x))− nf(F (γ))− Vn(γ) dt
=
∫ 1
0
2nf ′(F (γ))F (γ)− nf(F (γ)) dt+
∫ 1
0
dVn(x)(Y )− Vn(γ) dt
< n + 2c.
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Assume now that F (γ(t0)) > 1 for some t0 ∈ S1. Then(
Kn − ((1− τn(|p|))Vn + τn(|p|)Wn)
)
(γ(t0)) > n
and by Lemma 2.2.1(
Kn − ((1− τn(|p|))Vn + τn(|p|)Wn)
)
(γ(t)) > n− c.
Then nF (γ) > n− c and n(f ◦ F )(γ) = nF (γ). Let again Y =∑i pi∂pi. Using the
definition of Kn we compute at γ(t) = (q, p), for t ∈ [0, 1] that
d(Kn)(γ(t))(Y ) =− τ ′n(|p|)(nF + Vn)(t, q, p)|p|+ (1− τn(|p|))d(nF + Vn)(q, p)(Y )
+ τ ′n(|p|)(nσG+Wn)(t, q, p)|p|+ τn(|p|)d(nσG)(q, p)(Y ).
Since τ ′n(|p|) ≥ 0 and nσG+Wn ≥ nF+Vn, the sum of the first and third summands
is ≥ 0. Together with Euler’s identity applied to the functions nF and nσG we
obtain that
d(Kn)(γ(t))(Y )−Kn(γ(t)) ≥
(
1− τn(|p|)
)(
d(nF + Vn)(γ(t))(Y )− (nF + Vn)(γ(t)
)
+ τn(|p|)
(
d(nσG)(γ(t))(Y )− (nσG+Wn)(γ(t))
)
=
(
1− τn(|p|)
)
(nF − Vn)(γ(t)) + τn(|p|)(nσG−Wn)(γ(t))
+
(
1− τn(|p|)
)
dVn(γ(t))(Y )
≥ (nF − Vn)(γ(t)) +
(
1− τn(|p|)
)
dVn(γ(t))(Y ).
where in the inequality we use the fact that τn(|p|) ≥ 0 and nσG−Wn ≥ nF − Vn.
Recalling (V2) and 0 ≤ 1− τn(|p|) ≤ 1, this yields
AKn(γ) =
∫ 1
0
(
d(Kn)(γ(t))(Y )−Kn(γ(t))
)
dt
≥
∫ 1
0
nF (γ(t)) dt−
∫ 1
0
Vn(γ(t))−
(
1− τn(|p|)
)
dVn(γ(t))(Y ) dt
> n− 2c.
as claimed.
2.2.1 The Non-crossing lemma
Consider the space of Hamiltonian functions
H6(G+n ) = {H : S1 × T ∗M → IR | H = G+n on S1 × T ∗M\D(6)}.
Note that G−n and Kn belong to H6(G+n ). For a ∈ IR set
Ha6(G+n ) = {H ∈ H6(G+n ) | a 6∈ S(H)}.
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Now fix a smooth function β : IR→ [0, 1] such that
β(s) = 0 for s ≤ 0,
β(s) = 1 for s ≥ 1 and
β ′(s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ IR.
(2.1)
For s ∈ [0, 1] define the functions
Gn,s = (1− β(s))G−n + β(s)G+n . (2.2)
Then Gn,s ∈ H6(G+n ) for each s ∈ [0, 1].
Recall that σ ≥ 1. Choose a ∈ ]n − 2c, (n + 1) − 2c[ and define the function a(s) :
[0, 1]→ IR by
a(s) =
a
1 + β(s)(σ − 1) .
Note that a(s) is monotone decreasing with minimum a(1) = a/σ. Recall ε ∈ (0, 1
4
)
entering the definition of the smoothing function f . We assume from now on that
it also fulfills
ε2 <
1− 2c
2σ2
. (2.3)
Recall that ‖Wn(t, q)‖C1 < cn.
Lemma 2.2.3. If [a− cn, a+ cn] ∩ S(G−n ) = ∅, then a(s) /∈ S(Gn,s) for s ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Take γ = (q(t), p(t)) ∈ P(Gn,s).
Assume first that |p(t0)| > 3 for some t0 ∈ S1. Then
(Gn,s −Wn)(γ(t0)) ≥ nG(γ(t0)) > n9
2
.
By Lemma 2.2.1 we therefore have
nσG(γ) ≥ (Gn,s −Wn)(γ) > n9
2
− cn.
Then γ ⊂ Dc(ε) and f ◦G(γ) = G(γ). Hence
Gn,s = n
(
1− β(s))((1− τn(|p|)G+ τn(|p|)σG)+ nβ(s)σG+Wn. (2.4)
Doing a similar computation as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.2 where we replace
F by G, we find
d(Gn,s)(γ(t))(Y )−Gn,s(γ(t)) ≥ n
(
1− β(s))((1− τn(|p|))(G(γ(t))) + τn(|p|)(σG(γ(t)))
+ nβ(s)
(
σG(γ(t))
)−Wn(γ(t))
≥ n(1− β(s))(G(γ(t)))+ nβ(s)(σG(γ(t)))−Wn(γ(t))
≥ nG(γ(t))−Wn(γ(t))
≥ 2n
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where the last inequality follows from (2.4), Lemma 2.2.1 and the observation
(Gn,s −Wn)(γ(t)) = n
(
Cn,s G(γ(t))
) ≥ n(Cn,s 9
2
)− cn
where Cn,s is a positive constant. Thus
AGn,s ≥ 2n ≥ n+ 1 > a ≥ a(s).
Assume next that |p(t0)| ≤ ε for somme t0 ∈ S1. Then
(Gn,s −Wn)(γ(t0)) ≤ nσG(γ(t0)) ≤ nσε
2
2
.
By Lemma 2.2.1 we therefore have
nG(γ) ≤ (Gn,s −Wn)(γ) ≤ nσε
2
2
+ cn.
Then τn(|p(t)|) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1], which yields G−n (γ) = n(f ◦G)(γ) +Wn(γ) and
Gn,s(γ) = n
((
1− β(s))(f ◦G)(γ) + β(s)σG(γ))+Wn(γ)
= n
((
1− β(s))f ◦+β(s)σ)G(γ) +Wn(γ).
By Lemma 2.2.2 (i) we therefore have
AGn,s(γ) =
∫ 1
0
2n
((
1− β(s))f ′(G(γ)))G(γ)−Gn,s(γ) dt.
Together with f ′ ≤ 2 and the choice of ε we obtain that
AGn,s(γ) ≤
∫ 1
0
4nG(γ)−Wn(γ) dt
≤ 2nσε2 + 5cn
<
n− 2c
σ
≤ a(1) ≤ a(s).
Assume finally that γ lies in D(3)\D(ε). Then τn(|p(γ)|) = 0 and (f ◦G)(γ) = G(γ).
Hence G−n (γ) = nG(γ) +Wn(γ) and
Gn,s(γ) =
(
1 + β(s)(σ − 1))nG(γ) +Wn(γ).
If AGn,s(γ) = a(s), then, in view of Lemma 2.2.2 (ii) and the definition of a(s),
we obtain that [a − cn, a + cn] ∩ S(nG +Wn) 6= ∅ which is a contradiction to our
hypothesis.
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2.3 Floer Homology for Hamiltonians convex at
infinity
Floer Homology was invented by Floer in a series of seminal papers, see [14, 15, 16].
2.3.1 Definition of HF a∗ (H;Fp)
The chain groups
Let H ∈ H6(G+n ) such that all 1-periodic solutions of
x˙(t) = XH(x(t))
are nondegenerate. For a < (n+ 1)− 2c define
Pa(H) := {x ∈ P(H) | AH(x) ≤ a}
For γ(t) = (q(t), p(t)) ∈ P(H) such that |p(t0)| ≥ 6 for some t0 ∈ S1 we have by
Lemma 2.2.1
nG(γ) > 3n− cn.
Then by Lemma 2.2.2 (i) we have
AH(γ) = AG+n (γ) =
∫ 1
0
nσG(γ)−Wn(γ)dt ≥ 3n− 2cn ≥ 2n ≥ n + 1
whence the image imPa(H) of the elements of Pa(H) on T ∗M is included in D(6),
imPa(H) ⊂ D(6). (2.5)
By Lemma 2.2.1, the set Pa(H) is finite. For each x ∈ P(H) the Maslov index µ(x) is
a well-defined integer, see Section 1.3. Define the kth Floer chain group CF ak (H ;Fp)
as the finite-dimensional Fp-vector space freely generated by the elements of Pa(H)
of Maslov index k, and define the full Floer chain group as
CF a∗ (H ;Fp) =
⊕
k∈Z
CF ak (H ;Fp).
Almost complex structures
Recall that an almost complex structure J on T ∗M is ω-compatible if
〈·, ·〉 ≡ gJ(·, ·) := ω(·, J, ·)
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defines a Riemannian metric on T ∗M . Consider the Liouville vector field Y =∑
i pi∂pi and its semi-flow ψt, for t ≥ 0, on T ∗M\
◦
D(6). Denote by
ξ = ker(ιY ω|∂D(6))
the contact structure on ∂D(6).
An ω-compatible almost complex structure J on T ∗M is convex on T ∗M\ ◦D(6) if
Jξ = ξ,
ω(Y (x), J(x)Y (x)) = 1, for x ∈ ∂D(6)
dψt(x)J(x) = J(ψt(x))dψt(x), for x ∈ ∂D(6) and t ≥ 0.
Following [8, 6] we consider the set J of t-dependent smooth families J = {Jt},
t ∈ S1, of ω-compatible almost complex structures on T ∗M such that Jt is convex
and independent of t on T ∗M\ ◦D(6). The set J is non-empty and connected.
Compactness
For J ∈ J , for smooth maps u from the cylinder IR×S1 to T ∗M , and for x± ∈ Pa(H)
consider Floer’s equation given by{
∂su+ Jt(u)(∂tu−XH(t, u)) = 0
lims→±∞ u(s, t) = x±(t) uniformly in t.
(2.6)
Lemma 2.3.1. Solutions of Floer’s equation (2.6) are contained in D(6).
Proof. By Pa(H) ⊂ D(6) we have x± ⊂ D(6), whence
lim
s→±∞
u(s, t) = x±(t) ⊂ D(6). (2.7)
In view of the strong maximum principle, the lemma follows from the convexity of
J outside D(6) and from (2.7) together with the fact that H = G+n outside D(6)
implies ω(Y, JXH) = 0, see Appendix A and [9, 21].
We denote the set of solutions of (2.6) by M(x−, x+, H ;J). The elements of Pa(H)
are the stationary solutions of Floer’s equation (2.6) and if u ∈ M(x−, x+, H ;J),
then AH(x−) ≥ AH(x+), see the more general Lemma 2.3.2 below. SoM(x, x,H ;J)
contains only the elements x, and
M(x−, x+, H ;J) = ∅ if AH(x−) < AH(x+).
The compactness theory of the manifoldsM(x−, x+, H ;J) follows from Lemma 2.3.1
and the fact that there is no bubbling-off of J-holomorphic spheres. Indeed, [ω] van-
ishes on π2(T ∗M) because ω = dλ is exact. See [15, 40] for details.
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The boundary operators
There exists a residual subset Jreg(H) of J such that for each J ∈ Jreg(H) the
linearized operator to Floer’s equation is surjective for each solutions of (2.6). For
such a regular J the moduli space M(x−, x+, H ;J) is a smooth manifold of dimen-
sion µ(x−)− µ(x+) for all x± ∈ Pa(H), see [17].
Fix J ∈ Jreg(H). It is shown in [2, Section 1.4] that the manifold M(x−, x+, H ;J)
can be oriented in a way coherent with gluing. In particular, when µ(x−)−µ(x+) = 1,
M(x−, x+, H ;J) is an oriented one-dimensional manifold.
Note that the group IR freely acts on M(x−, x+, H ;J) by time-shift. We will use
the notation
M˜(x−, x+, H ;J) :=M(x−, x+, H ;J)/IR.
Denoting by [u] the equivalence class of u in the zero-dimensional manifold M˜(x−, x+, H ;J),
we define
ǫ([u]) ∈ {−1, 1}
to be +1 if the IR-action is orientation preserving on the connected component of
M(x−, x+, H ;J) containing u and −1 in the opposite case.
For x± ∈ Pa(H) with µ(x−) = µ(x+) + 1 let
n(x−, x+, H ;J) :=
∑
[u]∈M˜(x−,x+,H;J)
ǫ([u])
be the oriented count of the finite set M˜(x−, x+, H ;J). For k ∈ Z one can define
the Floer boundary operator
∂k(J) : CF
a
k (H ;Fp)→ CF ak−1(H ;Fp)
as the linear extension of
∂k(J)x
− =
∑
n(x−, x+, H ;J)x+
where x− ∈ Pa(H) has index µ(x−) = k and the sum runs over all x+ ∈ Pa(H) of
index µ(x+) = k − 1. Then ∂k−1(J) ◦ ∂k(J) = 0 for each k. The proof makes use of
the compactness of the 0- and the 1-dimensional components of M˜(x−, x+, H ;J),
see [14, 42, 2].
The Floer homology group
The kth Floer homology group is defined by
HF ak (H ;Fp) :=
ker ∂k(J)
im ∂k+1(J)
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As our notations suggests, it does not depend on the choices involved in the construc-
tion. They neither depend on coherent orientations up to canonical isomorphisms,
see [2, Section 1.7], nor on J ∈ Jreg up to natural isomorphisms, as a continua-
tion argument shows, see [14, 42]. The groups HF ak (H ;Fp) do depend, however, on
a < (n+ 1)− 2c and H ∈ H6(G+n ).
In the sequel, the field Fp is fixed throughout. We shall therefore often write CF a∗ (H)
and HF a∗ (H) instead of CF
a
∗ (H ;Fp) and HF
a
∗ (H ;Fp).
2.3.2 Continuation homomorphisms
Let β : IR → [0, 1] be the function from (2.1). Given two functions H−, H+ ∈
H6(G+n ) with H−(t, x) ≤ H+(t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ S1×T ∗M , we define the monotone
homotopy
Hs = (1− β(s))H− + β(s)H+. (2.8)
Then Hs ∈ H6(G+n ) for each s, and
Hs =
{
H− for s ≤ 0
H+ for s ≥ 1 .
Consider the equation{
∂su+ Js,t(u)(∂tu−XHs,t(u)) = 0
lims→±∞ u(s, t) = x±(t) uniformly in t,
(2.9)
where the map s 7→ {Js,t} for s ∈ IR and t ∈ [0, 1], is a regular homotopy of families
{Jt} of almost complex structures on T ∗M . This means that
• Js,t is ω-compatible, convex and independent of s and t outside D(6),
• Js,t = J−t ∈ Jreg(H−) for s ≤ 0,
• Js,t = J+t ∈ Jreg(H+) for s ≥ 1.
The following lemma is well-known.
Lemma 2.3.2. Assume that u : IR × S1 → T ∗M is a solution of equation (2.9).
Then
AH+(x+) ≤ AH−(x−)−
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
β ′(s)(H1 −H0)(t, u(s, t)) ds dt.
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Proof. By the definition of the homotopy (2.8) we obtain that
d
ds
Hs(t, u(s, t)) = dHs(t, u(s, t))(∂su) + β
′(s)(H1 −H0)(t, u(s, t)).
This and the asymptotic boundary condition in (2.9) yield∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
dHs(t, u(s, t))(∂su) ds dt =
∫ 1
0
H+(t, x+) dt−
∫ 1
0
H−(t, x−) dt
−
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
β ′(s)(H1 −H0)(t, u(s, t)) ds dt.
Together with the compatibly gs,t(v, w) = ω(v, Js,tw), Floer’s equation in (2.9),
Hamilton’s equation (1.2) and the definition of the action functional we obtain that
0 ≤
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
gs,t(∂su, ∂su) ds dt
=
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
gs,t(∂su, Js,t(∂tu−XHs(u))) ds dt
= −
∫
Z
u∗ω −
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
ω(XHs(u), ∂tu) ds dt
=
∫
x−
λ−
∫
x+
λ+
∫ 1
0
H+(t, x+) dt−
∫ 1
0
H−(t, x−) dt
−
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
β ′(s)(H1 −H0)(t, u(s, t)) ds dt
= AH−(x−)−AH+(x+)−
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
−∞
β ′(s)(H1 −H0)(t, u(s, t)) ds dt
as claimed.
In view of this lemma, the action decreases along solutions u of (2.9). By counting
these solutions one can therefore define the Floer chain map
φH+H− : CF
a
∗ (H
−)→ CF a∗ (H+),
see [8]. The induced continuation homomorphism
ΦH+H− : HF
a
∗ (H
−)→ HF a∗ (H+)
on Floer homology does not depends on the choice of the regular homotopy {Js,t}
used in the definition. An important property of these homomorphisms is naturality
with respect to concatenation,
ΦH3H2 ◦ ΦH2H1 = ΦH3H1 for H1 ≤ H2 ≤ H3. (2.10)
Another important fact is the following invariance property, which is proved in [8]
and [6, Section 4.5].
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Lemma 2.3.3. If a 6∈ S(Hs) for all s ∈ [0, 1], then ΦH+H− : HF a∗ (H+)→ HF a∗ (H−)
is an isomorphism.
2.4 From Floer homology to the homology of the
free loop space
2.4.1 Continuation homomorphisms
The goal of the section is to relate the groups HF a∗ (G
−
n ), HF
a
∗ (Kn) and HF
a
∗ (G
+
n )
in order to obtain that
dimHF ank (Kn) ≥ rank
(
HFk(ι) : HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n )→ HF ank (G+n )
)
.
By Proposition 2.2.1, the set
S(n) = (S(G−n ) ∪ S(Kn))∩ ]n− 2c, (n+ 1)− 2c[
is finite. In particular,
δn := min{s ∈ S(Kn) | s > n− 2c} > n− 2c.
The set
S(G−n ) ∩ ]n− 2c, (n+ 1)− 2c[ ∩ ]n− 2c, δn[
is also finite. Define dn as the minimal distance between two elements of this set or,
if the set contains only one element, the minimal distance between this element and
the boundary. Recall from (W2), we assume that the constant cn fulfills
0 < cn <
dn
4
. (2.11)
Choose
an ∈
(
]n− 2c, (n+ 1)− 2c[ ∩ ]n− 2c, δn[
)\S(n), (2.12)
and
bn ∈ ]an, (n+ 1)− 2c[ (2.13)
such that
]an − cn, bn + cn[ ∩ S(G−n ) = ∅.
Then an is not in the action spectrum of G−n and Kn. Moreover the first critical
value lower than an is by definition of δn less than or equal to n − 2c and by
Proposition 2.2.2
AKn(x) ≤ an =⇒ x ∈ P(Kn) ∩D(Σ).
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Remark 2. In the degenerate case when c = 0 we have that
AKn(x) ≤ an ⇐⇒ x ∈ P(Kn) ∩D(Σ).
Next we want to show that HF an(G−n ) and HF
an/σ(G+n ) are naturally isomorphic
when n ≥ 2. This is a special case of a generalization of Lemma 2.3.3 stated in [48,
Proposition 1.1].
Set
an(s) :=
an
1 + β(s)(σ − 1)
and
bn(s) :=
bn
1 + β(s)(σ − 1) .
For (s, t) in the band bounded by the graphs of an(s) and bn(s) we have that t 6∈
S(Gn,s) in view of the Non-crossing Lemma 2.2.3. Choose a partition 0 = s0 < s1 <
. . . < sk < sk+1 = 1 so fine that
bn(sj+1) > an(sj) for j = 1, . . . , k.
Abbreviate aj = an(sj) and Gj = Gn,sj . Then
aj 6∈ S(Gn,s) for s ∈ [sj , sj+1].
s
s0 = 0 sk+1 = 1
cn
cn
bn
an
a1
a2
ak
s1 s2 sk
Figure 2.4: The curves an(s) and bn(s).
Together with Lemma 2.3.3 we find that
ΦGj+1Gj : HF
aj∗ (Gj)→ HF aj∗ (Gj+1)
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is an isomorphism. Since [aj+1− cn, aj + cn]∩S(Gj+1) = ∅, we have HF aj∗ (Gj+1) =
HF
aj+1
∗ (Gj+1) and thus
Φ̂Gj+1Gj ≡ ΦGj+1Gj : HF aj∗ (Gj)→ HF aj+1∗ (Gj+1)
is an isomorphism. Recalling that a0 = an and ak+1 = an/σ we obtain that the
composition
Φ̂G+nG−n := Φ̂Gk+1Gk ◦ . . . ◦ Φ̂G2G1 ◦ Φ̂G1G0 : HF an∗ (G−n )→ HF an/σ∗ (G+n )
is an isomorphism. Let
HF (ιn) : HF
an/σ
∗ (G
+
n )→ HF an∗ (G+n )
be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion ιn : CF
an/σ∗ (G+n )→ CF an∗ (G+n ).
Proposition 2.4.1. For each k there is a commutative diagram of homomorphisms
HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n )
HFk(ιn)
''OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
HF ank (G
−
n )
Φ̂
G
+
nG
−
n
77oooooooooooo Φ
G
+
nG
−
n //
Φ
KnG
−
n ''P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
HF ank (G
+
n )
HF ank (Kn)
Φ
G
+
nKn
77nnnnnnnnnnnn
(2.14)
Moreover Φ̂G+nG−n is an isomorphism.
Proof. By construction, the isomorphism Φ̂G+nG−n is induced by the composition of
Floer chain maps
φ̂Gj+1Gj : CF
aj
∗ (Gj)→ CF aj+1∗ (Gj+1) ⊂ CF aj∗ (Gj+1).
Therefore, HF (ιn) ◦ Φ̂G+nG−n is induced by the composition of Floer chain maps
φGj+1Gj : CF
a0∗ (Gj)→ CF a0∗ (Gj+1).
By the concatenation property (2.10) this composition induces the same map in
Floer homology as
φG+nG−n : CF
a0∗ (G
−
n )→ CF a0∗ (G+n ).
The upper triangle therefore commutes. The lower triangle commutes in view of
G−n ≤ Kn ≤ G+n and according to (2.10).
Corollary 2. dimHF ank (Kn) ≥ rank
(
HFk(ι) : HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n )→ HF ank (G+n )
)
.
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2.4.2 To the homology of the free loop space
The goal of this section is to prove that the rank of the mapHFk(ι) : HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n )→
HF ank (G
+
n ) is bounded below by the rank of ιk : Hk(Λ
nan) → Hk(Λ). This will be
done by first applying the Abbondandolo–Schwarz isomorphism, [2], between the
Floer homology of G+n and the Morse homology of the energy functional EL induced
by the Legendre transform L of G+n , see Appendix B. Secondly by then applying
the Abbondandolo–Majer isomorphisms,[1], from the latter Morse homology to the
homology of the free loop space ΛM of the base.
Theorem 3. Let (M, g) be a smooth, closed, orientable Riemannian manifold and
Kn be as above. It holds that
dimHF ank (Kn;Fp) ≥ dim ιkHk(Λnan ;Fp).
We start with proving
Proposition 2.4.2. For each k there is a commutative diagram of homomorphisms
HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
∼= //
HFk(ι)

Hk(Λ
nan ;Fp)
Hk(ι)

HF ank (G
+
n ;Fp)
∼= // Hk(Λnσan ;Fp)
where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms and the right map Hk(ι) is induced by
the inclusion Λnan →֒ Λnσan .
Proof. Let L : S1 × TM → IR be the Legendre transform of G+n , see Appendix B.
Let
EL(q) :=
∫ 1
0
L(t, q(t), q˙(t)) dt
be the corresponding functional on ΛM , and let
ΛbL := {q ∈ ΛM | EL(q) ≤ b}.
Applying Theorem 3.1 of Abbondandolo–Schwarz in [2] we obtain for each b > 0
the isomorphism
HF bk(G
+
n ;Fp)
Θbk←− HM bk(L;Fp),
where HM b(L;Fp) denotes the Morse homology below level b of EL constructed in
[1], see also [2, Section 2]. The Abbondandolo–Schwarz chain isomorphisms
CF bk(G
+
n ;Fp)
θbk←− CM bk(L;Fp)
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between the Floer and the Morse chain complexes commute with the inclusions
CF bk(G
+
n ;Fp) →֒ CF b
′
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
and
CM bk(L;Fp) →֒ CM b
′
k (L;Fp)
for b′ > b, see [2, p. 298]. Therefore, the induced diagram of homology groups
commutes,
HF bk(G
+
n ;Fp)
HFk(ι)

HM bk(L,Fp)
Θbkoo
HMk(ι)

HF b
′
k (G
+
n ;Fp) HM
b′
k (L;Fp)
Θb
′
koo
Moreover, Abbondandolo and Mayer constructed chain isomorphisms
CM bk(L;Fp)
τbk−→ Ck(ΛbL;Fp)
between the Morse and the singular chain complexes which commute with the in-
clusions
CM bk(L;Fp) →֒ CM b
′
k (L;Fp)
and
Ck(Λ
b
L;Fp) →֒ Ck(Λb
′
L ;Fp)
for b′ > b (see [1] and [2, Section 2.3]). Thus the induced diagram of homology
groups commutes, i.e.
HF bk(G
+
n ;Fp)
T bk //
HFk(ι)

Hk(Λ
b
L,Fp)
HMk(ι)

HF b
′
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
T b
′
k
// Hk(Λ
b′
L ;Fp)
Notice now that L(t, q, v) = 1
nσ
1
2
|v|2 − Wn(t, q), whence by Lemma B.0.1 of Ap-
pendix B ΛanL retracts on Λ
nσan as [an− cn, an+ cn] does not belong to the spectrum
of G−n . Proposition 2.4.2 follows.
Consider now the commutative diagram
Hk(Λ
nan ;Fp)

ιk
((QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
Hk(Λ
nσan ;Fp) // Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
(2.15)
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induced by the inclusion Λnan ⊂ Λnσan ⊂ ΛM . In view of Proposition 2.4.2 and
(2.15) we have that
rank
(
HFk(ι) : HF
an/σ
k (G
+
n ;Fp)→ HF ank (G+n ;Fp)
)
is bounded below by
rank (ιk : Hk(Λ
nan;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)) .
Together with Corollary 2 this yields
dimHF ank (Kn;Fp) ≥ rank (ιk : Hk(Λnan ;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)) .
Which conclude the proof of Theorem 3.
Suppose (M, g) is energy hyperbolic, h := C(M, g) > 0. By definition of C(M, g),
there exist p ∈ P and N0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ N0,∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk(Λ
1
2
m2 ;Fp) ≥ e
1√
2
hm
.
Therefore there exists N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N ,∑
k≥0
rank ιk ≥ ehn.
Together with Proposition 2.4.2 we find that∑
k≥0
rankHFk(ι) ≥
∑
k≥0
rank ιk ≥ ehn. (2.16)
Similarly, if c(M, g) > 0 we find that there exists p ∈ P and N ∈ N such that for all
n ≥ N , ∑
k≥0
rankHFk(ι) ≥
∑
k≥0
rank ιk ≥ nh. (2.17)
Chapter 3
Morse-Bott homology
In order to prove Theorem B, we use Morse–Bott homology and its correspondence to
Floer homology. This chapter is devoted to the definition of Morse–Bott homology.
In the first section we give a definition of a generic hypersurface in order to achieve a
Morse–Bott situation. In the second section, we associate to a relevant Hamiltonian
F an additional perturbation hδ in order to obtain an isomorphism between the Floer
homology from the perturbed Hamiltonian F + hδ and the Morse–Bott homology
from F . The main tool of this isomorphism is the Correspondence Theorem due to
Bourgeois–Oancea, [7], which will be discussed in the last section.
3.1 A Morse-Bott situation
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. A smooth function f ∈ C∞(M, IR) is called
Morse-Bott if
crit(f) := {x ∈M | df(x) = 0}
is a submanifold of M and for each x ∈ crit(f) we have
Tx crit(f) = ker(Hess (f)(x)).
Let F : T ∗M → IR be a Hamiltonian such that F |Σ ≡ 1. The action functional
AF is invariant under the S1-action on ΛM given by γ(t) 7→ γ(t+ ·). In order that
its critical points are Morse–Bott manifolds we make the following nondegeneracy
assumption on the Reeb flow on Σ.
(A) The closed Reeb orbits of Σ are of Morse-Bott type, i.e. for each τ the set
OR(τ) of closed Reeb orbits of period less than or equal to τ is a closed
submanifold of Σ and every closed Reeb orbit is transversally nondegenerate,
i.e.
det(I − dϕτR(γ(0))|ξ) 6= 0.
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Assumption (A) is generically satisfied. We will then say that Σ is generic. If (A)
is satisfied, then the action functional AF is Morse-Bott.
There are several ways to deal with Morse–Bott situations. The first possibility
we are going to use, is to choose an additional small perturbation to get a Morse
situation. Our perturbation is the one introduced in [9]. The second possibility is
to choose an additional Morse function on the critical manifold. The chain complex
is then generated by the critical points of this Morse function while the bound-
ary operator is defined by counting trajectories with cascades. This approach was
carried out by Frauenfelder in [18, Appendix A] and by Bourgeois and Oancea in [7].
In [7], Bourgeois and Oancea studied a particular class of admissible Hamiltonians
corresponding in our setting to Hamiltonians H : T ∗M → IR such that
(i) H|D(Σ) is a C2-small Morse function and H < 0 on D(Σ);
(ii) H(q, p) = h(|p|) outside D(Σ), where h is a strictly increasing function, con-
vex at infinity and such that the 1-periodic orbits of Xh are in one-to-one
correspondence with closed Reeb orbits.
The 1-periodic orbits of XH then fall into two classes:
(1) critical points of H in D(Σ);
(2) nonconstant 1-periodic orbits of Xh.
For such Hamiltonians, they obtained an isomorphism of the homology of the Morse-
Bott complex with the Floer homology with respect to the same Hamiltonian with
an additional perturbation.
In the following we will follow their approach. However in view of our particular
choice of Hamiltonian, we will deal with a slightly simpler situation. Instead of
dealing with two classes of periodic orbits as in [7], we only have nonconstant 1-
periodic orbits. Moreover, as we are working below an energy level a, we are able
to apply their Correspondence Theorem to our situation.
3.2 An additional perturbation
Let Σ be a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface and assume Σ is generic in the sense
of (A). As in section 2.1, we can define a Hamiltonian function F : T ∗M → IR by
the two conditions
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M,
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and smoothen F by composing it with the smooth function f : IR→ IR.
By the assumption of genericity, all the nonconstant elements of P(f ◦ F ) are
transversally nondegenerate. Thus every nonconstant orbit γ ∈ P(f ◦ F ) gives rise
to a whole circle of nonconstant 1-periodic orbits of Xf◦F whose parametrizations
differ by a shift t ∈ S1. We denote by Sγ the set of such orbits, so that Sγ = Sγ(·+t)
for all t ∈ S1. The Maslov index is still well-defined for these orbits. But as the
eigenspace to the eigenvalue 1 is one dimensional, their index will be a half integer,
see section 1.3.
The following construction was first described in [9, Proposition 2.2]. We use the
description of [7, page 86]. For each nonconstant γ ∈ P(f ◦ F ), we choose a Morse
function fγ : Sγ → IR with exactly one maximum Max at t1 and one minimum min
at t2. We denote by lγ ∈ N the maximal natural number so that γ(t + 1/lγ) = γ(t)
for all t ∈ S1. We choose a symplectic trivialization ψ := (ψ1, ψ2) : Uγ → V ⊂
S1 × IR2n−1 between open neighborhoods Uγ ⊂ T ∗M of γ(S1) and V of S1 × {0}
such that ψ1(γ(t)) = lγt. Here S1 × IR2n−1 is endowed with the symplectic form
ω0 :=
∑2n
i=1 dpi∧dqi, q1 ∈ S1, (p1, q2, p2, . . . , pn) ∈ IR2n−1. Let ρ : S1×IR2n−1 → [0, 1]
be a smooth cutoff function supported in a small neighborhood of S1 × {0} so that
ρ|S1×{0} ≡ 1. For δ > 0 and (t, q, p) ∈ S1 × Uγ, we define
Fδ(t, q, p) := f ◦ F (q, p) + δρ(ψ(q, p))fγ(ψ1(q, p)− lγt).
We will denote the perturbation added to f ◦ F by hδ.
This perturbation destroys the critical circles and gives rise to two obvious solutions
of x˙ = XFδ(t, x), namely
γmax(t) = γ(t + t1/lγ)
and
γmin(t) = γ(t+ t2/lγ).
By construction these orbits are nondegenerate, their indexes are then integer. It is
shown in [9, Proposition 2.2] that for δ sufficiently small γmin and γmax are the only
elements of P(Fδ) in Uδ and their indexes are given by
µ(γmin) = µ(γ)− 1
2
and µ(γmax) = µ(γ) +
1
2
.
Recall from section 1.3 that µ(γ) is a half integer. Therefore µ(γmin) and µ(γmax)
are integers.
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3.3 Morse-Bott homology
In this section we recall the set up and notations of [7, section 3]. Consider the
space of autonomous smooth Hamiltonian functions
H′6(G+n ) = {H : T ∗M → IR | H = G+n on S1 × T ∗M\D(6)}.
Let H ∈ H′6(G+n ). Fix a < n+1, and suppose that every orbit γ ∈ Pa(H) gives rise
to a whole circle of non-constant periodic orbits γ of XH , which are transversally
non-degenerate. We denote by Sγ the set of such orbits.
The chain groups
For each Sγ , γ ∈ Pa(H) choose a Morse function fγ : Sγ → IR with exactly one
maximum and one minimum. We denote by γmax, γmin the orbits of Sγ starting at
the maximum and the minimum of fγ respectively.
The kth Morse-Bott chain group is defined as the finite dimensional Fp-vector space
freely generated by the the set of γmin, γmax of Maslov index k so that γ is an element
of Pa(H), and the full chain group is defined as
BCa∗ (H ;Fp) :=
⊕
γ∈Pa(H)
Fp〈γmin, γmax〉
where the grading is given by the Maslov index.
Almost complex structures
Following section 2.3.1 in the definition of Floer homology, we are considering the
set J of t-dependent ω-compatible almost complex structures J on T ∗M such that
J is convex and independent of t on T ∗M\ ◦D(6). Recall that an ω-compatible almost
complex structure J on T ∗M is convex on T ∗M\ ◦D(6) if
Jξ = ξ,
ω(Y (x), J(x)Y (x)) = 1, for x ∈ ∂D(6)
dψt(x)J(x) = J(ψt(x))dψt(x), for x ∈ ∂D(6) and t ≥ 0,
where Y denote the Liouville vector field
∑
i pi∂pi.
Trajectories with cascades
Fix J ∈ J , γ, γ ∈ Pa(H). We denote by
M̂(Sγ, Sγ;H,J)
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the space of solutions u : IR× S1 → T ∗M of Floer’s equation
∂su+ Jt(u)(∂tu−XH(t, u)) = 0 (3.1)
subject to the asymptotic conditions
lim
s→−∞
u(s, t) = γ(t),
lim
s→+∞
u(s, t) = γ(t),
lim
s→±∞
∂su(s, t) = 0
uniformly in t. The Morse-Bott moduli spaces of Floer trajectories are defined by
M(Sγ, Sγ;H,J) := M̂(Sγ, Sγ;H,J)/IR.
It is shown in [7, Proposition 3.5] that there exists a dense subset Jreg(H) ⊂ J
such that given J ∈ Jreg(H) the Morse-Bott moduli spaces of Floer trajectories are
smooth manifolds, and their dimensions are
dimM(Sγ, Sγ;H,J) = µ(γ)− µ(γ).
We have natural evaluation maps
ev :M(Sγ, Sγ;H,J)→ Sγ
and
ev :M(Sγ, Sγ;H,J)→ Sγ
defined by
ev([u]) := lim
s→−∞
u(s, ·), ev([u]) := lim
s→∞
u(s, ·).
For each Sγ, γ ∈ Pa(H), consider the Morse function fγ : Sγ → IR and its negative
gradient flow φsγ with respect to −∇fγ . Defines the stable and unstable manifold of
p by
W s(p;−∇fγ) := {z ∈ S1 | lim
s→+∞
φsγ(z) = p},
W u(p;−∇fγ) := {z ∈ S1 | lim
s→−∞
φsγ(z) = p}.
Then W u(max) = Sγ\{min}, W s(max) = {max}, W u(min) = {min}, W s(min) =
Sγ\{max}.
It is shown in [7] that for a generic choice of these Morse functions, all the maps ev
are transverse to the unstable manifolds W u(p), p ∈ crit(fγ), all the maps ev are
transverse to the stable manifolds W s(p), p ∈ crit(fγ), and all pairs
(ev, ev) :M(Sγ, Sγ;H,J)→ Sγ × Sγ,
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(ev, ev) :M(Sγ, Sγ1;H,J) ev×ev M(Sγ1, Sγ ;H,J)→ Sγ × Sγ
are transverse to products W u(p)×W s(q), p ∈ crit(fγ), q ∈ crit(fγ). We denote by
Freg(H,J) the set consisting of collections {fγ} of Morse functions which satisfy the
above transversality conditions.
Let now J ∈ Jreg(H) and {fγ} ∈ Freg(H,J). For p ∈ crit(fγ) we denote the Morse
index by
ind(p) := dimW u(p;−∇fγ).
Let γ, γ ∈ Pa(H) and p ∈ crit(fγ), q ∈ crit(fγ). For m ≥ 0 denote by
Mm(p, q;H, {fγ},J)
the union for γ˜1, . . . , γ˜m−1 ∈ Pa(H) of the fiber products
W u(p)×ev (M(Sγ, Sγ˜1;H,J)× IR+) ϕfγ˜1 ◦ev×ev (M(Sγ˜1 , Sγ˜2 ;H,J)× IR
+) (3.2)
ϕfγ˜2
◦ev×ev . . . ϕfγ˜m−1 ◦ev×ev M(Sγ˜m−1 , Sγ;H,J) ev×W
s(q),
where ϕfγ˜i denotes the time one map of the negative gradient flow of fγ˜i on Sγ˜i .
This is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimMm(p, q;H, {fγ},J) = (µ(γ) + ind(p))− (µ(γ) + ind(q))− 1
= µ(γp)− µ(γq)− 1.
We denote
M(p, q;H, {fγ},J) =
⋃
m≥0
Mm(p, q;H, {fγ},J)
and we call this the moduli space of Morse-Bott trajectories with cascades, whereas
the spaceMm(p, q;H, {fγ},J) is called the moduli space of trajectories with cascades
with m sublevels.
The Morse-Bott differential and the Correspondence Theorem
Let p ∈ crit(fγ), i.e. either p = min either p = max, then γp ∈ P(Hδ) for all
δ ∈ ]0, δ0] if δ0 is small enough. Consider
M]0,δ0[(γp, γq;H, {fγ},J) :=
⋃
0<δ<δ0
{δ} ×M(γp, γq;Hδ,J),
with
µ(γp)− µ(γq) = 1,
where
γ, γ ∈ Pa(H), p ∈ crit(fγ), q ∈ crit(fγ), J ∈ J .
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Figure 3.1: Trajectory with cascades.
Theorem 4. (Correspondence Theorem). Let H ∈ H′6(G+n ), J ∈ Jreg(H) and
{fγ} ∈ Freg(H,J). There exists
δ1 := δ1(H,J) ∈ ]0, δ0[
such that for any
γ, γ ∈ Pa(H), p ∈ crit(fγ), q ∈ crit(fγ)
with
µ(γp)− µ(γq) = 1,
the following hold:
(i) J is regular for M(γp, γq;Hδ,J) for all δ ∈]0, δ1[;
(ii) the space M]0,δ1[(γp, γq;H, {fγ},J) is a one-dimensional manifold having a
ﬁnite number of components that are graphs over ]0, δ1[;
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(iii) there is a bijective correspondence between points
[u] ∈M(γp, γq;H, {fγ},J)
and connected components of M]0,δ1[(γp, γq;H, {fγ},J).
For each [u] ∈ M(p, q;H, {fγ},J), the sign ǫ([uδ]), defined in section 2.3.1, is con-
stant on the corresponding connected component C[u] for continuity reasons. We
define a sign ǫ([u]) by
ǫ([u]) := ǫ([uδ]), δ ∈]0, δ1[, (δ, [uδ]) ∈ C[u]. (3.3)
We define the Morse-Bott differential
∂ : BCa∗ (H ;Fp)→ BCa∗−1(H ;Fp)
by
∂γp :=
∑
γ∈Pa(H), q∈crit(fγ),
µ(γp)−µ(γq)=1
∑
[u]∈M(γp,γ
q
;H,{fγ},J)
ǫ(u)γ
q
, p ∈ crit(fγ). (3.4)
For δ sufficiently small, the definitions imply an isomorphism of free modules
CF a∗ (Hδ;Fp) ≃ BCa∗ (H ;Fp). (3.5)
Moreover the Correspondence Theorem and definition (3.3) of signs in the Morse-
Bott complex implies that the corresponding differentials also coincide. As a conse-
quence, it holds that
H∗(BCa∗ (H ;Fp), ∂) = HF
a
∗ (Hδ,J).
Chapter 4
Proofs of theorem A and theorem B
4.1 Proof of theorem A
Theorem A. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable, smooth manifold and let
Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow on Σ, and
let NR, nR, E(M) and e(M) be deﬁned as in section 1.1. Then
(i) NR ≥ E(M);
(ii) nR ≥ e(M)− 1.
Proof. The starting point of the proof is the crude estimate∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk(Λ
a;Fp) ≥ dim ι0H0(Λa;Fp).
Denote by C(M) the set of conjugacy classes in π1(M). Then
ΛM =
∐
α∈C(M)
ΛαM.
For each element α ∈ C(M) denote by e(α) the infimum of the energy of a closed
curve representing α. Consider the energy sublevels
Ca(M) := {α ∈ C(M) | e(α) ≤ a} .
Then
dim ι0H0(Λ
a;Fp) = #Ca(M).
Consider the Hamiltonian function F : T ∗M → IR defined by
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M.
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Use the cut-off function f : IR → IR defined in section 2.1 to obtain the smooth
function f ◦ F .
Fix n ∈ N. Choose a sequence of perturbations
(Vn,l(t, q))l∈N
such that all 1-periodic solutions of x˙(t) = Xn(f◦F )+Vn,l are nondegenerate, for all
l ∈ N, and
‖Vn,l(t, q)‖C∞ → 0 for l →∞.
In order to apply the results of chapter 2 we can, without loss of generality, suppose
that ‖Vn,l(t, q)‖C1 =: cl < c < 14 for all l ∈ N, where c is the constant defined in
section 2.1. In the following, we will use the notation
Fn,l := n(f ◦ F ) + Vn,l.
For each l ∈ N and an action level an,l > n− 2cl, we estimate
#Pan,l(Fn,l) = dimCF an,l∗ (Fn,l;Fp)
≥ dimHF an,l∗ (Fn,l;Fp)
≥ dim ι0H0(Λnan,l ;Fp)
= #Cnan,l(M),
(4.1)
where the second inequality follows from Theorem 3. Moreover, if α ∈ Cnan,l(M),
then the set
Pan,l(Fn,l;α) := {x = (q, p) ∈ Pan,l(Fn,l) | q ∈ α}
is not empty. This follows from the Abbondandolo–Schwarz chain isomorphisms
CF
an,l
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
θank←−− CMan,lk (L;Fp)
between the Floer and the Morse chain complexes. The generator of morse index
zero in the conjugacy class α, will thus appears in CF an,l0 (G
+
n ;Fp), CF
an,l/σ
0 (G
+
n ;Fp)
and CF an,l0 (G
−
n ;Fp). Then the commutative of proposition 2.4.1 implies the exis-
tence of a generator in Pan,l(Fn,l;α).
Fix an such that an ∈ [an,l, n + 1] for all l ∈ N, and fix a non-zero conjugacy
class α ∈ Cnan(M). Consider a sequence (xl)l∈N such that xl ∈ Pan,l(Fn,l;α). By
Proposition 2.2.2 and the choice of an,l (2.12),
xl ⊂ D(Σ) for all l ∈ N.
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The set D(Σ) is compact. Since Vn,l → 0 in C∞, XFn,l → XFn in C∞ on D(Σ). By
the Ascoli–Arzelà theorem, there exists a subsequence xlj of xl such that xlj → x as
j →∞, with convergence in C0. Then, by making use of the Hamilton equation
x˙lj (t) = XFn,lj (xlj (t)),
we obtain xlj → x when j → ∞ in C∞, and x ∈ Pan(Fn). Since [xlj ] = α for all lj
and xlj → x, we see that [x] = α. Hence
x ∈ Pan(Fn;α) and x ∈ D(Σ).
We have thus shown that
#Pan(nF ) ≥ #Cnan(M)− 1
as α is a non-trivial conjugacy class.
For a closed orbit γ, denote by γk its kth iterate γk(t) = γ(kt). The iterates of
a closed orbit are geometrically the same. We want to control the contribution of
the iterates of a closed orbit to Pan(nF ). We are considering orbits with action
AnF (γ) ≤ an, so there are finitely many of them. There exists a lower bound a > 0
of the action of these closed orbits. We have
AnF (γk) = ka.
Hence at most an/a iterates of such orbits will have action ≤ an. Notice that if we
increase the action level, a will still be a lower bound.
Denote by P˜(nF ) the set of geometrically different closed 1-periodic orbits. Then
#P˜an(nF ) ≥ a
an
#Cnan(M)− 1
which implies the estimates (i) and (ii) of Theorem A.
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4.2 Proof of theorem B
Theorem B. Let M be a closed, connected, orientable smooth manifold and let
Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a generic ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow
on Σ, and let NR, nR, C(M, g) and c(M, g) be deﬁned as in section 1.1. Then
(i) NR ≥ C(M, g).
(ii) nR ≥ c(M, g)− 1.
Relevant Hamiltonians
Let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface, generic in the sense of (A),
i.e. all closed Reeb orbits of Σ are of Morse-Bott type.
Consider the Hamiltonian function F : T ∗M → IR defined by
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M.
Use the cut-off function f : IR → IR defined in section 2.1 to obtain the smooth
function f ◦ F .
The Hamiltonian vectore field XF is a nonvanishing smooth vector field on Σ which
is compact. Thus there exists τ > 0 such that every closed orbit x of XF restricted
to Σ has period at least τ . Consider a T -periodic orbit x(t) = (q(t), p(t)) on Σ and
define for s > 0
xs(t) := (q(st), sp(st)),
then xs is a periodic orbit of XF of period Ts . Moreover all the nonconstant periodic
orbits ofXF are of this form. Recall the definition of the cut-off function f : IR→ IR,
f(r) = 0 if r ≤ ε2,
f(r) = r if r ≥ ε
f ′(r) > 0 if r > ε2,
0 ≤ f ′(r) ≤ 2 for all r,
and choose ε such that ε < τ
2
4
. Then the closed orbits x of Xf◦F with f ◦ F (x) ≥
ε agree with those of XF , while the nonconstant periodic orbits x˜ of Xf◦F with
f ◦ F (x˜) < ε have period at least
1
f ′(F (x˜))
· τ > √ε.
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Hence the elements of P(f ◦ F ) are the same as the elements of P(F ).
Fix n ∈ N. In order to apply the results of chapter 2 and chapter 3, we need to
determine a suitable perturbation Vn of n(f ◦ F ). It will be the sum of a pertuba-
tion hn,δ following section 3.2 with support in T ∗M\
◦
D(ε− d) and a positive Morse
function U : T ∗M → IR with support in D(ε2 + d), where d < ε−ε2
3
.
By the assumption of genericity, all the nonconstant elements of P(n(f ◦ F )) are
transversally nondegenerate. Thus every nonconstant orbit γ ∈ P(n(f◦F )) gives rise
to a whole circle of nonconstant 1-periodic orbits of Xn(f◦F ) whose parametrizations
differ by a shift t ∈ S1. We can thus apply the construction of the perturbation
described in section 3.2 and consider the perturbed Hamiltonian
Fn,δ(t, q, p) := n(f ◦ F (q, p)) + δρ(ψ(q, p))fγ(ψ1(q, p)− lγt).
We will denote the perturbation added to n(f ◦ F ) by hn,δ and assume that the
support of hn,δ is contained in T ∗M\
◦
D(ε− d), where d < ε−ε2
3
.
Recall that this perturbation destroys the critical circles and gives rise to two solu-
tions of x˙ = XFn,δ(t, x), namely γmin(t) and γmax(t).
Let U : T ∗M → IR be a positive Morse function with support in D(ε2 + d). We
define the perturbation Vn : S1 × T ∗M → IR by
Vn(t, q, p) = hn,δ(t, q, p) + U(q, p). (4.2)
Without loss of generality, we can choose δ and U so that
‖Vn(t, q, p)‖C1 < c < 1
4
,
where c is the constant defined in section 2.1.
The 1-periodic orbits of Xn(f◦F )+Vn fall in two classes:
i. critical points of n(f ◦ F ) + U in D(ε2 + d),
ii. nonconstant 1-periodic orbits of n(f ◦ F ) + hn,δ in T ∗M\
◦
D(ε− d).
Set
G+n (t, q, p) := nσ(f ◦G)(q, p) +Wn(t, q) + U(q, p),
Kn(t, q, p) := (1− τn(|p|) (n(f ◦ F ) + Vn) (t, q, p) + τn(|p|) G+n (t, q, p),
G−n (t, q, p) := (1− τn(|p|) (n(f ◦G) +Wn) (t, q, p) + U(q, p) + τn(|p|) G+n (t, q, p)
= n
(
(1− τn(|p|)(f ◦G)(q, p) + τn(|p|) σG(q, p)
)
+Wn(t, q) + U(q, p),
where τ and Wn are defined as in section 2.1. Moreover we assume that
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(B1) ε2 < τ˜
2
4
, where τ˜ is the minimal period of closed orbits of XF , XG and XσG
restricted to Σ.
(B2) f ′(ε− d) > 1
2
.
(B3) Wn as support in T ∗M\
◦
D(ε− d).
(B4) cn < n2 (ε− d)2.
Assumptions (B1) and (B3) imply that the 1-periodic orbits of XG+n fall in two
classes:
i. critical points of nσ(f ◦G) + U in D(ε2 + d),
ii. nonconstant 1-periodic orbits of nσ(f ◦G) +Wn in T ∗M\
◦
D(ε− d)
and similarly for G−n . Assumptions (B2) and (B4) will be used in the next section.
The Non-crossing Lemma
Following section 2.2.1, for s ∈ [0, 1] define the functions
Gn,s = (1− β(s))G−n + β(s)G+n (4.3)
and
a(s) =
a
1 + β(s)(σ − 1)
where a ∈ ]n− 2c, (n+ 1)− 2c[.
Lemma 4.2.1. If [a − cn, a + cn] ∩ S(G−n ) = ∅, then a(s) /∈ S(Gn,s) for s ∈ [0, 1].
Moreover 0 /∈ S(Gn,s) for s ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Take γ = (q(t), p(t)) ∈ P(Gn,s).
Assume first that |p(t0)| > 3 for some t0 ∈ S1, then U(γ) = 0. Then the statement
follows from the proof of Lemma 2.2.3.
Assume next that γ ∈ D(3)\ ◦D(ε − d). Then U(γ) = 0 and τn(|p(t)|) = 0 for all
t ∈ [0, 1], which yields G−n (γ) = n(f ◦G)(γ) +Wn(γ) and
Gn,s(γ) = n
(
1− β(s))(f ◦G)(γ) + nβ(s)σ(f ◦G)(γ) +Wn(γ)
= n
((
(1− β(s))+ β(s)σ)f◦)G(γ) +Wn(γ).
Hence the first part of the statement follows from the proof of Lemma 2.2.3. We
need to show that AGn,s(γ) 6= 0. By Lemma 2.2.2 (i) we have
AGn,s(γ) =
∫ 1
0
2n
((
(1− β(s)) + β(s)σ)f ′(G(γ)))G(γ)−Gn,s(γ) dt.
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Together with f ′(ε− d) > 1
2
and the choice of cn we obtain that
AGn,s(γ) ≥
∫ 1
0
(
2nf ′(ε− d)− n)G(γ)−Wn(γ)) dt
≥
∫ 1
0
n
2
(ε− d)2 − cn dt
> 0.
Assume finally that γ lies in
◦
D(ε − d). Then γ(t) = γ(0) is a constant orbit,
Wn(γ) = 0, τ(γ) = 0 and U(γ) > 0. Thus
AGn,s(γ) =
∫ 1
0
−n((1− β(s)) + β(s)σ) f(G(γ))− U(γ) dt
≤ −U(γ) < 0.
This conclude the proof of the lemma.
Floer homology groups
For H ∈ H6(G+n ) and a < (n+ 1)− 2c we define
P(0,a](H) := {x ∈ P(H) | 0 < AH(x) ≤ a} = Pa(H)\P0(H).
Suppose that 0, a /∈ S(H) and every 1-periodic orbits x ∈ P(0,a](H) is nondegenerate.
The Floer chain group CF (0,a]∗ (H ;Fp) is defined as the quotient
CF (0,a]∗ (H ;Fp) := CF
a
∗ (H ;Fp)/CF
0
∗ (H ;Fp).
It is usefull to think of this chain complex as the Fp-vector space freely generated by
the elements of P(0,a](H) graded by the Maslov index. By Lemma 2.3.2 the subcom-
plex CF 0∗ (H ;Fp) is invariant under the boundary operator defined in section 2.3.1.
We thus get an induced boundary operator on the quotient. We denote the kth Floer
homology group of the quotient complex by
HF
(0,a]
k (H ;Fp) :=
ker ∂k(J) : CF
(0,a]
k (H ;Fp)→ CF (0,a]k−1 (H ;Fp)
im ∂k+1(J) : CF
(0,a]
k+1 (H ;Fp)→ CF (0,a]k (H ;Fp)
.
Continuation homomorphisms
Let an be the action level (2.12) of section 2.4.1.
Proposition 4.2.1. dimHF
(0,an]
k (Kn) ≥ rank
(
HFk(ι) : HF
(0,an/σ]
k (G
+
n )→ HF (0,an]k (G+n )
)
.
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Proof. In view of the Non-crossing Lemma 4.2.1, the isomomorphism Φ̂G+nG−n :
HF an∗ (G
−
n )→ HF an/σ∗ (G+n ) of section 2.4.1 induces an isomorphism
Φ˜G+nG−n : HF
(0,an]
∗ (G
−
n )→ HF (0,an/σ]∗ (G+n ).
Recalling the proof of Proposition 2.4.1, we thus have for each k a commutative
diagram of homomorphisms
HF
(0,an/σ]
k (G
+
n )
HFk(ιn)
((QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
HF
(0,an]
k (G
−
n )
Φ˜
G
+
nG
−
n
66mmmmmmmmmmmm Φ
G
+
nG
−
n //
Φ
KnG
−
n ((Q
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
Q
HF
(0,an]
k (G
+
n )
HF
(0,an]
k (Kn)
Φ
G
+
nKn
66mmmmmmmmmmmm
(4.4)
Moreover Φ˜G+nG−n is an isomorphism. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
To the homology of the free loop space
Proposition 4.2.2. Let (M, g) be a closed, orientable Riemannian manifold and
Kn be as above. It holds that for k ≥ 1
dimHF
(0,an]
k (Kn;Fp) ≥ rank ιkHk(Λnan;Fp).
Proof. Let L : S1 × TM → IR be the Legendre transform of G+n , let
EL(q) :=
∫ 1
0
L(t, q(t), q˙(t)) dt
be the corresponding functional on ΛM , and let
Λ
(0,b]
L := Λ
b
L\Λ0L, ΛbL := {q ∈ ΛM | EL(q) ≤ b}.
Recall that both the Abbondandolo–Schwarz isomorphism, [2], and Abbondandolo–
Mayer isomorphism, [1], are chain complex isomorphisms. Following the proof of
Proposition 2.4.2, we have for each k a commutative diagram of homomorphisms
HF
(0,an/σ]
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
∼= //
HFk(ι)

Hk(Λ
(0,nan];Fp)
Hk(ι)

HF
(0,an]
k (G
+
n ;Fp)
∼= // Hk(Λ(0,nσan];Fp)
where the horizontal maps are isomorphisms and the right map Hk(ι) is induced by
the inclusion Λ(0,nan] →֒ Λ(0,nσan].
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By definition Λ0 is the set of constant loops. Hence every critical point q ∈ Λ0 of E
has Morse index zero. This yields for k ≥ 1
Hk(Λ
(0,b];Fp) = Hk(Λ
b;Fp).
Consider now the commutative diagram
Hk(Λ
nan ;Fp)

ιk
((QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
Hk(Λ
nσan ;Fp) // Hk(ΛM ;Fp)
(4.5)
induced by the inclusion Λnan ⊂ Λnσan ⊂ ΛM . Together with Proposition 4.2.1 this
yields for k ≥ 1
dimHF
(0,an]
k (Kn;Fp) ≥ rank (ιk : Hk(Λnan ;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)) ,
which concludes the proof of Proposition 4.2.2.
We can now proove Theorem B.
Proof. Let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a fiberwise starshaped hypersurface, generic in the sense
of (A), i.e. all closed Reeb orbits of Σ are of Morse-Bott type.
Consider the Hamiltonian function F : T ∗M → IR defined by
F |Σ ≡ 1, F (q, sp) = s2F (q, p), s ≥ 0 and (q, p) ∈ T ∗M.
We use the cut-off function f : IR → IR and the positive Morse function U defined
previously to obtain the smooth function f ◦ F + U .
By the assumption of genericity, we can consider the perturbed Hamiltonian
Fn,δ(t, q, p) := n(f ◦ F (q, p)) + Vn,
where Vn is given by (4.2), i.e. the sum of the Morse–Bott pertubation hn,δ and the
Morse function U . Without loss of generality, we can choose δ and U so that
‖Vn(t, q, p)‖C1 < c < 1
4
,
where c is the constant defined in section 2.1 and such that the isomorphism (3.5)
between the Morse-Bott complex BC(0,an]∗ (n(f ◦ F ) + U ;Fp) and the Floer complex
CF
(0,an]∗ (Fn,δ;Fp) holds.
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For an action level an > n− 2c we have that
#P(0,an](n(f ◦ F ) + U) = 1
2
dimBC(0,an]∗ (n(f ◦ F ) + U ;Fp)
=
1
2
dimCF (0,an]∗ (Fn,δ;Fp)
≥ 1
2
dimHF (0,an]∗ (Fn,δ;Fp).
(4.6)
Together with Proposition 4.2.2 this yields
#P(0,an](n(f ◦ F ) + U) ≥ 1
2
∑
k≥1
rank(ιk : Hk(Λ
nan ;Fp)→ Hk(ΛM ;Fp)).
Suppose (M, g) is energy hyperbolic, h := C(M, g) > 0. By definition of C(M, g),
there exist p ∈ P and N0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N0,∑
k≥0
dim ιkHk(Λ
1
2
n2 ;Fp) ≥ e
1√
2
hn
.
Therefore there exists N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N ,∑
k≥1
rank ιk ≥ ehn −m,
where m is the dimension of the base space M . Together with Proposition 2.4.2 we
find that ∑
k≥1
rankHFk(ι) ≥
∑
k≥1
rank ιk ≥ ehn −m.
Similarly, if c(M, g) > 0 we find that there exists p ∈ P and N ∈ N such that for all
n ≥ N , ∑
k≥1
rankHFk(ι) ≥
∑
k≥1
rank ιk ≥ nc(M,g) −m.
We again need to take care of the iterates γk of an element γ ∈ P(0,an](n(f ◦F )+U).
Let a > 0 be the minimal action of the elements of P(0,an](n(f ◦ F ) + U) . We have
An(f◦F )+U(γk) ≥ ka.
Hence at most an/a iterates of such orbits will have action less or equal to an.
Denote by P˜an(nF ) the set of geometrically different, non-constant, closed 1-periodic
orbits of XnF . We get for an energy hyperbolic manifold
#P˜an(nF ) ≥ a
2an
(eC(M,g)an −m),
and if c(M, g) > 0
#P˜an(nF ) ≥ a
2an
(ac(M,g)n −m),
which yields Theorem B in view of the definitions.
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4.2.1 The simply connected case: generalizing Ballmann–
Ziller
In [3], Ballmann and Ziller proved that the number of closed geodesics of any bumpy
Riemannian metric on a compact, simply connected manifoldM grows like the max-
imal Betti number of the free loop space. In this section, we will prove a similar
result for the number of closed Reeb orbits on Σ.
Let ΛM be the free loop space of M and denote by Λa the sublevel set of closed
loops of energy ≤ a. Denote by bi(ΛM) the rank of Hi(ΛM ;Fp).
Theorem C. Suppose that M is a compact and simply connected m-dimensional
manifold. Let Σ be a generic ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface of T ∗M and R its
associated Reeb vector ﬁeld. Then there exist constants α = α(R) > 0 and β =
β(R) > 0 such that
#OR(τ) ≥ α max
1≤i≤βτ
bi(ΛM)
for all τ suﬃciently large.
Proof. Recall the following result of Gromov
Theorem 5. (Gromov). There exists a constant κ = κ(g) > 0, such that Hi(Λκt
2
;Fp)→
Hi(ΛM ;Fp) is surjective for i ≤ t.
A proof can be found in Appendix C. Renormalize g as in section 2.1, i.e. such that
Σ ⊂ {G−1(1)} where G(q, p) := 1
2
g∗(q)(p, p). Then there exists β := β(R) such that
bi(Λ
n2) = rankHi(Λ
n2;Fp) ≥ bi(ΛM) for i ≤ βn.
Let H : T ∗M → IR be a fiberwise homogeneous Hamiltonian of degree 2 such that
H|Σ = 1. Consider its Morse–Bott perturbation Hδ. Denote by bi(nH) the rank of
HF
(0,n]
i (nHδ;Fp). We already proved that
#P(0,n](nH) = 1
2
dimCF (0,n]∗ (nHδ;Fp).
For a non-constant closed orbit γ, denote by γk its kth iterate γk(t) = γ(kt). The
iterates of a closed 1-periodic orbit give rise to different critical circles of AnH of
index i or i − 1. Following [3] we are going to control the contribution of a closed
1-periodic orbit and its iterates to bi(nH).
By construction of CF (0,n]∗ (nHδ;Fp), a non-constant element γ ∈ P(0,n](nH) gives
rise to two generators γmin and γmax with their Maslov index related in the following
way
µ(γmin) = µ(γ)− 1
2
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and
µ(γmax) = µ(γ) +
1
2
.
Moreover, by construction of γmin,
(γmin)
k(t) = γmin(kt) = γ(kt+ t1) = γ
k(t + t1) = (γ
k)min(t),
and similarly (γmax)k = (γk)max.
The index iteration formula of Salamon and Zehnder, see Lemma 1.3.1, implies the
following
Lemma 4.2.2. Let γ be a nondegenerate closed orbit. Then there exist constants
αγ and βγ, such that
kαγ − βγ ≤ µ(γk) ≤ kαγ + βγ. (4.7)
Moreover, |βγ| < m := dimM .
Notice that if αγ = 0, then |µ(γ)| < m. We consider three cases
1. Assume first that AnH(γ) ≤ 6m/β(R). There exist only finitely many such
closed orbits. Let α > 0 be a lower bound of the average index αγ of the closed
orbits γ for which αγ > 0. Using (4.7) we get
µ(γk+l)− µ(γk) ≥ lαγ − 2βγ ≥ lα− 2m.
Hence µ(γk+l) > µ(γk), if l > 2m/α. Therefore at most N1 := 4m/α iterates of γ
can have index i or i− 1 for i > m.
2. Assume next that AnH(γ) ≥ 6m/β(R) and µ(γ) > m. In view of (4.7) we
have αγ > 1. Thus
µ(γk+l)− µ(γk) ≥ lαγ − 2βγ ≥ l − 2m.
Hence at most N2 := 4m iterates of γ can have index i or i− 1.
3. Finally assume that AnH(γ) ≥ 6m/β(R) and µ(γ) ≤ m. In view of (4.7) and
µ(γ) ≤ m we have αγ ≤ 2m. This and again (4.7) yields
µ(γk) ≤ kαγ + βγ ≤ k(2m) +m < 3km for k > 1. (4.8)
If k > β(R)n/6m, then, using the assumption AnH(γ) ≥ 6m/β(R),
AnH(γk) = kAnH(γ) ≥ k6m/β(R) > n.
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Recall now that we are counting only closed orbit below the action level n. Hence
k ≤ β(R)n/6m, and then with (4.8),
µ(γk) < 3km ≤ β(R)n/2 for k > 1.
Therefore at most γ and γ2 can have index i or i − 1 of action AnH(γ) ≤ n if
i > β(R)n/2. So that N3 := 2.
We obtain that for n large enough there exists a constant N0 := max{N1, N2, N3},
such that at most N0 iterates of any γ ∈ P(0,n](nH) will give rise to generators of
index i or i− 1, for i > β(R)n/2. Summarizing, if we denote by P˜n(nH) the set of
geometrically different, non-constant, closed 1-periodic orbits, we get
#P˜n(nH) ≥ 1
2
max
β(R)n
2
<i<∞
bi(nH)
N0
. (4.9)
In view of Proposition 4.2.2 and Gromov’s result, we thus have
#OR(n) ≥ α(R) max
βn/2<i≤βn
bi(ΛM).
Since #OR(n) ≥ #OR(n/2) we get
#OR(n) ≥ α(R) max
1≤i≤βn
bi(ΛM).
Chapter 5
Evaluation
In this chapter we evaluate the results of the previous chapter on the examples
introduced in section 1.1.3.
5.1 Lie groups
Let M be a Lie group. As its fundamental group is abelian, the free loop space ΛM
admits the decomposition
ΛM =
∐
α∈pi1(M)
ΛαM.
Moreover, all the components Λc of the free loop space are homotopy equivalent.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let M be a closed, connected, Lie group and let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be
a generic, ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface. Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow on Σ, and let
NR, nR, C1(M, g) and c1(M, g) be deﬁned as in section 1.1. Then
(i) NR ≥ E(M) + C1(M, g)
(ii) nR ≥ e(M) + c1(M, g)− 1.
Proof. For c ∈ π1(M) let e(c) be the infimum of the energy of a closed curve repre-
senting c. Then
Ca = {c ∈ π1(M) | e(c) ≤ a}. (5.1)
Moreover, recalling the argument in section 1.1.3 on Lie groups, we have that
dim ιkHk(Λ
a
1;Fp) ≤ dim ιkHk(Λ2a+2e(c)c ;Fp), (5.2)
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where Λai = Λi ∩ Λa is the sublevel set of loops in the component Λi of energy ≤ a.
Using the notation from the proof of Theorem B, it holds that
#P2n2(F ) ≥ 1
2
∑
k≥1
dim ιkHk(Λ
2n2;Fp)
=
1
2
∑
k≥1
( ∑
c∈pi1(G)
dim ιkHk(Λ
2n2
c ;Fp)
)
.
Hence by (5.2) and (5.1)
≥ 1
2
∑
k≥1
( ∑
c∈pi1(M)
dim ιkHk(Λ
n2−e(c)
1 ;Fp)
)
≥ 1
2
∑
k≥1
(∑
c∈Cn
dim ιkHk(Λ
1
2
n2
1 ;Fp)
)
≥ 1
2
#Cn(M) ·
∑
k≥1
dim ιkHk(Λ
1
2
n2
1 ;Fp).
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem B, the Proposition follows in view of the defini-
tions.
5.2 π1(M) finite: the case of the sphere
In this section we will show that the product of two spheres Sl×Sn has c(M, g) ≥ 2,
so that nR ≥ 1. Our main tool will be the cohomology classes of the free loop space
discovered by Svarc and Sullivan as an application of Sullivan’s theory of minimal
models, see [46, 45]. We begin by recalling some basics properties of the minimal
model following [27] and [13].
The minimal model MM for the rational homotopy type of a simply connected
countable CW complex M is a differential graded algebra over IQ with product
denoted by ∧, having the following properties:
i. MM is free-commutative, i.e. is free as an algebra except for the relations
imposed by the associativity and graded commutativity. The vector space
spanned by the generators of any given degree k is finite dimensional; its dual
is isomorphic to πk(M)⊗Z IQ;
ii. the differential d applied to any generator is either zero, or raises the degree
by one and is a polynomial in generators of strictly lower degree;
iii. H∗(MM ; IQ) = H∗(M ; IQ)
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The rational cohomology of the sphere Sn is an exterior algebra on one generator in
degree n. A minimal model for Sn is given by
(
∧
x, 0) with |x| = n
when n is odd, and
(
∧
(x, y), d) with |x| = n, |y| = 2n− 1, dx = 0 and dy = x2
when n is even, see [13, Example 2.43].
Given MM , a minimal model MΛM for the free loop space ΛM can be constructed
as follows. Each generator x of MM is also a generator of MΛM with the same
differential. The remaining generators are obtained by associating to each generator
x of MM a generator x for MΛM of one degree less. In order to define their differ-
ential, extend to all of MM as a derivation acting from the right. Then define
dx := −dx.
A minimal model for the free loop space of the sphere ΛSn is given by
(
∧
(x, x), 0) with |x| = n and |x| = n− 1
when n is odd and
(
∧
(x, y, x, y), d) with
|x| = n, |y| = 2n− 1, |x| = n− 1, |y| = 2n− 2,
dx = 0, dy = x2, dx = 0 and dy = −2xx
when n is even.
n odd
When n ≥ 3 is odd, the rational cohomology of ΛSn has one generator in each
degree
k(n− 1) and k(n− 1) + 1, for k ∈ N.
Ideed, xk = 0 for k ≥ 2. For example when n = 5
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bi(ΛS
5) 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
This yields
k∑
i=1
bi(ΛS
n) ≥ 2
⌊ k
n− 1
⌋
.
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Consider Gromov’s constant κ := κ(g), see Appendix C. Then it holds that
dim ιjHj(Λ
κt2) = bj(ΛS
n) for j ≤ t.
This yields
lim
t→∞
1
t
∑
j≥1
dim ιjHj(Λ
κt2) ≥ 2
n− 1 .
n even
When n is even, the Sullivan cohomology classes are given by
w∗(s) := x ys, s ∈ N.
For every s ∈ N, its differential is zero and it is not a boundary since dMΛSn is
contained in the ideal generated by the subalgebra MSn ⊂ MΛSn. The rational
cohomology of ΛSn has then one generator in each degree
|w∗(s)| = (1 + 2s)(n− 1) for s ∈ N.
This yields
k∑
i=1
bi(ΛS
n) ≥ k
2(n− 1) .
And it holds that
lim
t→∞
1
t
∑
k≥1
dim ιkHk(Λ
κt2) =
1
2(n− 1) .
Product of spheres Sl × Sn
Consider the product of two spheres Sl × Sn of dimensions l, n ≥ 2.
Lemma 5.2.1. There exists a constant α := α(l, n) > 0 depending on l and n such
that
k∑
i=1
bi(Λ(S
l × Sl)) ≥ α k2.
Recall that for smooth manifolds M and N ,
Λ(M ×N) = ΛM × ΛN.
The Künneth formula tells us that
bi(Λ(S
l × Sn)) =
∑
j+k=i
bj(ΛS
l) · bk(ΛSn).
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If l and n are odd, we have that{
bj(ΛS
l) · bk(ΛSn) 6= 0,
i = j + k.
if 
i = j(l − 1) + k(n− 1),
i = j(l − 1) + k(n− 1) + 1,
i = j(l − 1) + k(n− 1) + 2.
For example when l = 5 and n = 7
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
bi(ΛS
5) 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
bi(ΛS
7) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
bi(Λ(S
5 × S7)) 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 2
This yields
bi(Λ(S
l × Sn)) ≥ s if i = s(l − 1)(n− 1).
Thus
k∑
i=1
bi(Λ(S
l × Sl)) ≥ k
2
(l − 1)2(n− 1)2 .
Arguing similarly when l or n is even, we obtain the lemma.
Again, using Gromov’s work, we obtain
c(M, g) = lim sup
t→∞
1
log(
√
2κt)
log
∑
k≥1
dim ιkHk(Λ
κt2) ≥ 2.
This yields
nR ≥ 1.
Similarly, if M = Sn1 × . . . × Snk is a product of k spheres of dimensions nj ≥ 2,
then
nR ≥ k − 1.
5.3 Negative curvature
Proposition 5.3.1. LetM be a closed connected orientable manifold endowed with a
metric of negative curvature and let Σ ⊂ T ∗M be a ﬁberwise starshaped hypersurface.
Let ϕR be the Reeb ﬂow on Σ, and let NR be deﬁned as in section 1.1. Then
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NR ≥ htop(g) > 0
where htop(g) denotes the topological entropy of the geodesic ﬂow.
Suppose that M possesses a Riemannian metric with negative curvature. Then by
Proposition 1.1.2, it holds that
ΛM ≃M
∐
C(M)
S1.
Since all Morse indices vanish,∑
k≥0
dimHk(Λ
aM ;Fp) = dimH0(Λ
aM ;Fp).
Moreover the generators appearing while increasing the energy will not kill the
previous ones. Hence for c > 1 the map
H0(ι) : H0(Λ
aM ;Fp)→ H0(ΛM ;Fp)
is injective. Using the notation from the proof of Theorem A, this yields
#Pan(nF ) ≥ #Cnan(M).
Recalling the argument in section 1.1.3, we have that
#Pan(nF ) ≥ e
htop(g)
√
2nan
2
√
2nan
where htop(g) denotes the topological entropy of the geodesic flow. The proof of the
Proposition follows in view of the definitions.
Appendix A
Convexity
In this chapter we follow the work of Biran, Polterovich and Salomon (see [6]) and
Frauenfelder and Schlenk (see [21]) in order to introduce useful tools for the com-
pactness of moduli spaces introduced in section 2.3.1.
Consider a 2n-dimensional compact symplectic manifold (N, ω) with non empty
boundary ∂N . The boundary ∂N is said to be convex if there exists a Liouville
vector field Y i.e. LY ω = dιY ω = ω, which is defined near ∂N and is everywhere
transverse to ∂N , pointing outwards.
Definition A.0.1. (cf [12]) (i) A compact symplectic manifold (N, ω) is convex if
it has non-empty convex boundary.
(ii) A non-compact symplectic manifold (N, ω)is convex, if there exists an in-
creasing sequence of compact, convex submanifolds Ni ⊂ N exhausting N , that is
N1 ⊂ N2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ni ⊂ . . . ⊂ N and
⋃
i
Ni = N.
Cotangent bundles over a smooth manifold M are examples of exact convex sym-
plectic manifolds. In fact, the r-disc bundle D(r)
D(r) = {(q, p) ∈ T ∗M | |p| ≤ r}
is a compact, convex submanifold and T ∗M = ∪k∈ND(k).
Let (N, ω) be a compact, convex symplectic manifold and denote N = N\∂N .
Choose a smooth vector field Y and a neighborhood U of ∂N such that LY ω = ω on
U . Denote by ϕt the flow of Y , suppose that U = {ϕt(x) ∈ ∂N | −ε < t ≤ 0}, and
denote by ξ := ker(ι(Y )ω|T∂N the contact structure on the boundary determined by
Y and ω. Then there exists an ω-compatible almost complex structure J on N such
that
Jξ = ξ, (A.1)
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ω(Y (x), J(x)Y (x)) = 1, for x ∈ ∂N and (A.2)
Dϕt(x)J(x) = J(ϕt(x))Dϕt(x), for x ∈ ∂N and t ∈ (−ε, 0]. (A.3)
Such an almost complex structure is called convex near the boundary. We recall that
an almost complex structure J on N is called ω-compatible if
〈·, ·〉 ≡ gJ(·, ·) := ω(·, J ·)
defines a Riemannian metric on N .
Consider the function f : U → IR given by
f(ϕt(x)) := et,
for x ∈ ∂N and t ∈ (−ε, 0]. Since LY ω = ω on U , we have (ϕt)∗ω = etω on U for
all t ∈ (−ε, 0]. Hence, (A.2) and (A.3) yield
〈Y (v), Y (v)〉 = f(v), for v ∈ U. (A.4)
Together with (A.1) this implies that
∇f(v) = Y (v), v ∈ U (A.5)
where ∇ is the gradient with respect to the metric 〈·, ·〉. With these properties, we
can now give the following theorem due to Viterbo, (see [47]).
Theorem 6. For h ∈ C∞(IR) deﬁne H ∈ C∞(U) by
H(v) = h(f(v)), for v ∈ U
Let Ω be a domain in C and let J ∈ Γ(N×Ω,End(TN)) be a smooth section such that
Jz := J(·, z) is an ω-compatible convex almost complex structure. If u ∈ C∞(Ω, U)
is a solution of Floer’s equation
∂zu(z) + J(u(z), z)∂tu(z) = ∇H(u(z)), z = s+ it ∈ Ω, (A.6)
then
∇(f(u)) = 〈∂s(u), ∂s(u)〉+ h′′(f(u)) · ∂s(f(u)) · f(u). (A.7)
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Proof. We abbreviate dc(f(u)) := d(f(u)) ◦ i = ∂t(f(u))ds− ∂s(f(u))dt. Then
−ddc(f(u)) = ∇(f(u)) ds ∧ dt. (A.8)
In view of the identities (A.4), (A.5) and (A.6) we compute
−ddc(f(u)) = − (df(u))∂su) ds+ (df(u)∂su) dt
= − (df(u) (J(u, z)∂tu)) dt− (df(u) (J(u, z)∂su)) ds
+
(
df(u) (∂su+ J(u, z)∂tu)
)
dt+
(
df(u) (J(u, z)∂su− ∂tu)
)
ds
= ω (Y (u), ∂tu) dt+ ω (Y (u), ∂su) ds
+ 〈∇f(u),∇H(u)〉 dt+ 〈∇f(u), J(u, z)∇H(u)〉 ds
= u∗ιY ω + 〈Y (u), h′(f(u))Y (u)〉 dt+ 0
= u∗ιY ω + h′(f(u))f(u) dt.
As dιY ω = LY ω = ω we obtain with (A.6) that
du∗ιY ω = u∗ω = ω
(
∂su, J(u, z)∂su− J(u, z)∇H(u)
)
ds ∧ dt
=
(〈∂su, ∂su〉 − dH(u)∂su) ds ∧ dt
=
(〈∂su, ∂su〉 − ∂s(h(f(u)))) ds ∧ dt.
Together with the previous equality it follows that
−ddc(f(u)) = (〈∂su, ∂su〉 − ∂s(h(f(u))) + ∂s(h′(f(u))f(u))) ds ∧ dt
=
(〈∂su, ∂su〉+ h′′(f(u)) · ∂sf(u) · f(u)) ds ∧ dt,
and hence (A.8) yields the statement of the theorem.
Remark 3. (Time dependent Hamiltonian). Repeating the calculation in the proof
of Theorem 6, one shows the following more general result. Let h ∈ C∞(IR2, IR) and
define H ∈ C∞(U × IR) by
H(v, s) = h(f(v), s), v ∈ U, s ∈ IR.
If Ω is a domain in C and if u ∈ C∞(Ω, U) is a solution of the time-dependent Floer
equation
∂su(z) + J(u(z), z)∂tu(z) = ∇H(u(z), s), z = s+ it ∈ Ω, (A.9)
then
∇f(u) = 〈∂su, ∂su〉+ ∂21h(f(u), s) · ∂sf(u) · f(u) + ∂1∂2h(f(u), s) · f(u). (A.10)
Theorem 6 implies
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Corollary 3. (Maximum Principle). Assume that u ∈ C∞(Ω, U) and that either u
is a solution of Floer’s equation (A.6) or u is a solution of the time-dependent Floer
equation (A.9) and ∂1∂2h ≥ 0. Then if f ◦ u attains its maximum on Ω, we have
that f ◦ u is constant.
Proof. Assume that u solves equation (A.6). We set
b(z) := −h′′(f(u(z))) · f(u(z)).
The operator L on C∞(Ω, IR) defined by L(w) = ∇w+ b(z)∂sw is uniformly elliptic
on relatively compact domains in Ω, and according to Theorem 6, L(f ◦ u) ≥ 0. If
f ◦ u attains its maximum on Ω, the strong Maximum Principle (see [22, Theorem
3.5]) thus implies that f ◦ u is constant. The other claim follows similarly from the
second part of the strong Maximum Principle and Remark 3.
Appendix B
Legendre transform
Let M be a smooth closed manifold of dimension m. Let T ∗M be the corresponding
cotangent bundle. We will denote local coordinates on M by q = (q1, . . . , qm), and
on T ∗M by x = (q, p) = (q1, . . . , qm, p1, . . . , pm).
Consider a Hamiltonian H : S1 × T ∗M → IR such that
det
(
∂2H
∂pj∂pk
)
6= 0. (B.1)
We can introduce the variable v defined by
v :=
∂H
∂p
. (B.2)
Condition (B.1) implies a diffeomorphism TM → T ∗M such that the variable p can
be expressed as a function p(q, v). The Legendre transform of H is given by the
Lagrangian L : S1 × TM → IR,
L(t, q, v) :=
m∑
j=1
pjvj −H(t, q, p(q, v)).
The Legendre transform (t, q, p) 7→ (t, q, v) establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between the solutions of the first order Hamiltonian system on T ∗M{
q˙ = ∂pH(t, q, p)
p˙ = −∂qH(t, q, p)
and the second order Lagrangian system on M
d
dt
∂L
∂v
=
∂L
∂q
. (B.3)
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The set of 1-periodic solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation (B.3) is the set of
critical points of the Lagrangian action functional EL : ΛM → IR given by
EL(q) :=
∫ 1
0
L(t, q(t), q˙(t)) dt.
Consider the following Hamiltonian
H(t, q, p) = β
1
2
|p|2 +W (t, q).
Then its Legendre transform is
L(t, q, v) =
1
β
1
2
|v|2 −W (t, q).
Assume x(t) = (q(t), p(t)) ∈ P(H). Then using Lemma 2.2.2 and (B.2)
AH(x) =
∫ 1
0
β
1
2
|p(t)|2 −W (t, q(t)) dt
=
∫ 1
0
1
β
1
2
|q˙(t)|2 −W (t, q(t)) dt
= EL(q(t)).
Thus AH and EL have the same critical values. We introduce the notation
ΛaL := {q ∈ ΛM | EL(q) ≤ a}.
Lemma B.0.1. Let H = β 1
2
|p|2+W (t, q) with ‖W‖C1 < c. Assume that [a−c, a+c]
does not belong to the action spectrum of H. Then ΛaL retracts on Λ
βa.
Proof. Let q ∈ Λβa, then
EL(q) =
∫ 1
0
1
β
1
2
|q˙|2 −W (t, q) dt
≤ a−
∫ 1
0
W (t, q) dt
< a+ c.
Thus q ∈ Λa+cL . Similarly if E(q) > βa then EL(q) > a − c. Thus q ∈ Λa−cL implies
q ∈ Λβa.
Now note that EL is smooth on ΛM and satisfies the Palais–Smale condition, see
[4]. We can thus apply Lemma 2 of [23] which tells us that, as [a − c, a + c] does
not contain any critical value of EL, Λa−cL and Λa+cL are homotopy equivalent to ΛaL.
This yields that Λβa if homotopy equivalent to ΛaL, otherwise βa would be a critical
value of E which is in contradiction with the fact that [a− c, a+ c] does not contain
any critical value of EL.
Appendix C
Gromov’s theorem
Let M be a compact simply connected manifold and consider its free loop space
ΛM = W 1,2(S1,M). Let g be a Riemannian metric on M . Recall that the energy
functional E := Eg : ΛM → IR is defined by
E(q) = 1
2
∫ 1
0
|q˙(t)|2 dt
where |q˙(t)| = gq(t)(q˙(t), q˙(t)). The length functional L := Lg : ΛM → IR is defined
by
L(q) =
∫ 1
0
|q˙(t)|dt.
For a > 0 we consider the sublevel sets
Λa := {q ∈ ΛM | E(q) ≤ a}
and
La := {q ∈ ΛM | L(q) ≤ a}.
Theorem 7. (Gromov). Given a Riemannian metric g onM there exists a constant
κ = κ(g) > 0, such that Hj(Λκt
2
;Fp)→ Hj(ΛM ;Fp) is surjective for j ≤ t.
The proof of this theorem follows from the following lemmata.
Lemma C.0.2. Given a Riemannian metric g on M there exists a constant κ =
κ(g) > 0, such that every element in Hj(ΛM ;Fp) can be represented by a cycle in
Lκj.
As the original proof of this result by Gromov is very short, Paternain writes a
detailed proof for the based loop space in [34]. The following proof uses his set up
adapted to the free loop space case. A shorter proof by Gromov can also be found
in [25, Chapter 7A].
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Proof. Let {Vα}α∈I be a finite covering of M by geodesically convex open sets. Con-
sider a triangulation T of M such that each closed simplex lies in one of the Vα.
We assume that the 1-skeleton of T consist of geodesic segments. For each p ∈ M
we define T (p) as the closed face of T of minimal dimension that contains p. For
example, if p is a vertex then T (p) = {p}. We also define O(p) as the union of all
the maximal simplices of T that contain p.
Given k ∈ N, we define open subsets Λk ⊂ ΛM as follow. A loop q belongs to Λk if
for each j = 1, 2, . . . , 2k,
q
([
j − 1
2k
,
j
2k
])
⊂ Vα
for some α ∈ I and
O
(
q
(
j − 1
2k
))
∪ O
(
q
(
j
2k
))
⊂ Vα
for the same α.
Let Bk be the subset of loops γ ∈ Λk such that γ is a broken geodesic and γ restricted
to each subinterval [(j−1)/2k, j/2k] is a constant speed parametrized geodesic. Then
each γ ∈ Bk determines a sequence
{pj = γ( j/2k)}
with the following properties:
(i) p0 = p2k ;
(ii) O(pj−1) ∪ O(pj) lies in a single Vα for each j = 1, 2, . . . , 2k .
Conversely each sequence {pj} with properties (i) and (ii) determines a broken
geodesic loop in Bk. Moreover this correspondence is bijective. This yields a cell
decomposition on Bk as follow: a cell that contains γ is given by
T (p1)× T (p2)× . . .× T (p2k).
Hence Bk is a finite cell complex. Moreover, using the methods of Milnor in [33,
Section 16], we have that Bk is a deformation retract of Λk.
Since M is simply connected, there exists a smooth map f : M → M such that f
collapses the 1-skeleton of T to a point and f is smoothly homotopic to the identity.
This map f naturally induces a map fˆ : ΛM → ΛM . We need the following lemma.
Lemma C.0.3. There exist a constant κ > 0 such that for any integer k > 0, we
have
fˆ(i-skeleton of Bk) ⊂ Lκi
for all i ≤ dimBk.
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Proof. Consider a cell
C = T (p1)× T (p2)× . . .× T (p2k)
of dimension i ≤ dimBk. Take a path γ ⊂ C, then γ is a broken geodesic with each
of its legs lying in one Vα, α ∈ I. Consider the following constants:
K := max
x∈M
‖ dxf ‖
d := max
α∈I
{g-diameter of Vα}
N(γ) := #{legs of γ * 1-skeleton}.
Since f collapses the 1-skeleton of T to one point it holds that
L
(
fˆ(γ)
)
≤ K · d ·N(γ).
By assumption the 1-skeleton consists of geodesic segments, thus the legs of γ from
T (pj) to T (pj+1) belong to the 1-skeleton if 1 ≤ j < 2k − 1 and dimT (pj) =
dimT (pj−1) = 0. Equivalently, the only legs that do not belong to the 1-skeleton
are the legs which begin or end in a T (pj) of nonzero dimension. Thus
N(γ) ≤ 2i.
If we set κ = 2Kd we obtain
L
(
fˆ(γ)
)
≤ κi
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
We shall show that any η ∈ Hi(ΛM) can be represented by a cycle whose image
lies in Lκi, where κ is the constant given by Lemma C.0.3. Since f is a surjective
map, f has degree one since it is homotopic to the identity, this implies Lemma C.0.2.
Observe that for all k ∈ N
Λk ⊂ Λk+1
and
ΛM =
∞⋃
k=1
Λk.
Since f is homotopic to the identity, there exists µ ∈ Hi(ΛM) such that fˆ∗(µ) = η.
Let C be a cycle that represents µ. Then its image will lie in Λk for some k. Retract
Λk onto Bk. Then we can move C by a homotopy into the i-skeleton of Bk. By
Lemma C.0.3 fˆ maps all points of the i-skeleton of Bk to points in Lκi and in
particular the image of C will lies in Lκi. Hence η = fˆ∗(µ) can be represented by a
cycle whose image lies in Lκi.
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Lemma C.0.4. There exist a constant κ := κ(g) > 0 depending only on g such that
each element of Hk(ΛM ;Fp) can be represented by a cycle in Λ
1
2
(κk)2.
A proof of this result for the based loop space was written by Frauenfelder an Schlenk
in [19], while the main idea was given by Paternain. We follow their set up.
Proof. Let ∆k be the standard k-simplex, and let
ψ =
∑
i
niψi : ∆
k → L(κ−2)k
be an integral cycle, where κ is the constant given by Lemma C.0.2. For convenience
of notation we pretend that ψ consists only on one simplex. As W 1,2(S1,M) is a
completion of C∞(S1,M), see [28], we can replace ψ by a homotopic and hence
homologous cycle
ψ1 : ∆
k → L(κ−1)k
consisting of smooth loops. We identify ψ1 with the map
∆k × S1 →M, (s, t) 7→ ψ1(s, t) = (ψ1(s))(t).
Endow the manifold M ×S1 with the product Riemannian metric. We lift ψ1 to the
cycle ψ˜1 : ∆k → Λ(M × S1) defined by
ψ˜1(s, t) = (ψ1(s, t), t).
This cycle consists of smooth loops whose tangent vectors do not vanish. For each
s let ψ˜(σ(s)) be the reparametrization of ψ˜(s) proportional to arc length. The
homotopy Ψ : [0, 1]×∆k → Λ(M × S1) defined by
(Ψ(τ, s))(t) = ψ˜1(s, (1− τ)t + τσ(s))
shows that ψ˜1 is homologous to the cycle ψ˜2(s) := Ψ(1, s). Its projection ψ2 to
ΛM is homologous to ψ1 and lies in L(κ−1)k. Since for each s the loop ψ˜2(s) is
parametrized proportional to the arc length, we conclude that
E(ψ2(s)) ≤ E(ψ˜2(s)) = 1
2
(
L(ψ˜2(s)))2
=
1
2
((L(ψ2(s)))2 + 1)
≤ 1
2
(κ− 1)2k2 + 1
2
≤ 1
2
(κk)2
for each s, so that indeed ψ2 ∈ Λ 12 (κk)2 . This concludes the proof.
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